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INTRODUCTION
*

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw is the title of the feature length documentary I completed as the 

major component of my Doctorate of Creative Arts. This text is the exegetic companion-piece 

to the film, and is a chance to focus on the specific personal and public circumstances of the 

production of the film and to articulate my artistic, intellectual and technical ideas and 

processes during its composition, analysing a distinctive mode of expression that the film 

represents.

The major theoretical concern of my exegesis is to link the subject of my documentary 

-Australian rock band Rose Tattoo - to broad conceptual formations of Western cultural 

history and to highlight the way in which the band influenced the construction of specific 

norms within contemporary popular culture. Transcribed here, the band’s individual, 

subjective recollections further elucidate the artistic and theoretical objectives of the 

documentary, situating Rose Tattoo within its contemporary cultural niche. This paper will 

illuminate conceptual links between that niche and Western cultural notions of freedom of 

expression, including Rabelaisian humour, the Bakhtinian concept of the carnivalesque and 

the comparative contemporary cultural limitations on those varied and specific modes of 

expression.

The documentary Rock’n’roll Outlaw, presents Rose Tattoo in terms of the encounter 

in their performance with a carnivalesque manifestation of late twentieth century Australian 

sub/urban culture. I recognized in Rose Tattoo’s oeuvre the ambivalent humour and irreverent 

attitudes of a carnivalesque intelligence missing from mainstream representations of 

Australian cultural praxis and saw in that lack a regenerative opportunity for my own artistic 

response. In this exegesis, I argue that Rose Tattoo’s aesthetic repertoire is a contemporary 

manifestation of folk music, possessed of the rebellious, transforming intent of Indo- 

European ancestral patterns and the carnivalesque energies of an unofficial cultural ethos.

Including the ideas of Jacques Attali, Stella Bruzzi and Scott Mcquire, this paper makes 

brief consideration of the nature of documentary as an autonomous form of communication 

and the role of contemporary popular music as cultural production, with some speculative 

remarks on the contingencies and absences created in the interface between experiential ways 

of knowing, the virtual storage of digital data and the nature of memory. Via modes of silence 

and absence, these phenomena perhaps represent a crisis in clearly defining differences 

between the cultural formations of truth and institutions of power in contemporary 

experience. These are the conceptual considerations made during the production and 

completion of the documentary Rock’n’roll Outlaw.
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Chapter

1

PETROL
*

“Rock’n’roll in the real sense - is partly about theatre and partly about poetry and 

partly about the smell of petrol - if you know what I mean...”1

- Angry Anderson

In this opening chapter, I focus on the background circumstances, influences, drives and 

historical encounters that are integral to the discursive composition of the documentary, 

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw and the subsequent exegetic work.

2001 was a crossroad of times both sacred and profane as political, cultural and personal 

circumstances fuelled inspiration for the documentary, Rock’n’Roll Outlaw. As a working 

musician, I play the piano/keyboards in rock and blues bands in Sydney and Melbourne, 

persisting in solitude with practice for the sake of these gigs and perhaps more importantly, for 

the friendships I made on the music circuit, as they became my nearest and dearest. Of these 

friends, a few were also members of the Australian rock band Rose Tattoo.

At the turn of the 21st century, Rose Tattoo often worked overseas as the band enjoyed an 

international surge in popularity of their particular style of rock’n’roll music. They previously 

played to international audiences in the early 1980s, followed by a chequered legal and 

emotional hiatus of ten years, which saw the band members go their separate ways, while 

vocalist Angry Anderson continued working under the name Rose Tattoo, often as the only 

original member of the band on stage.

Meanwhile, various recordings, compilation albums and re-releases of Rose Tattoo 

performances continued to circulate internationally by various means of unauthorised 

dissemination and proliferation. Reaching an ever young and broadening audience, Rose Tattoo 

were heard via an international underground network, the ‘bootleg’ trade and informal 

exchanges between the international tattoo scene with independent, cult and garage rock bands 

behind the Berlin Wall and the Iron Curtain during the late 70s and 80s, and through out 

Western Europe, the United States and the Asia-Pacific. In the 1990s, after some small, 

successful re-union tours in Australia, and following the revolutionary implementation of the 

internet, Rose Tattoo, returned to Europe by invitation in 1999 to perform as a palimpsest of the 

original, youthful band.
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By September 2001, the re-constituted Rose Tattoo was jubilant as troubadours ever are 

with stories of their triumphal returns to the Northern Hemisphere. One evening, the welcome- 

home festivities featured amateur video footage shot at an outdoor show as part of a German 

heavy metal festival called Bang Your Head. Technically, it was unremarkable, hand-held 

video-footage; in typically long, wide-shots taken from the wings, with the band centre-stage 

and in full swing of a characteristically adamant performance.

The camera’s point of view was at stage right. However, a particular scene struck me as 

remarkable. The extent of the venue, the size of the concert stage and the tangible enthusiasm of 

the huge crowd were enthralling to me, especially as this was footage taken at an outdoor event 

in the full light of day, in front of an apparently young, ‘international’ audience. I had not until 

that moment, understood the scope of Rose Tattoo's European following and their reputation 

and standing as a world class rock band. I

Angry and friend embrace on stage during the ‘Bang Your Head’ festival, Germany.

I watched as a single spectator from the crowd made his way up to the stage and kneeling in 

front of the band, bowing in time to the music, vocalist Angry Anderson crossed the stage to 

join him. As tens of thousands in the audience roared their encouragement, I expected security 

guards to appear from discreet locations to eject the fan from his moment in the sun. Instead, as 

this surprising sequence unfolds, the vocalist Angry Anderson continues to sing, walking 

downstage, dropping to his knees and embracing the fan, while the band plays on. Angry and 

this crazy kid, face to face on their knees, hugging and rocking each other under some fervent 

spell while the decibels of emotion through out the audience soared and crashed down in waves 

of cheering and applause.

This gesture of public affection is augmented by a mantle of emotional intensity, by 

contrast with the day time setting of an otherwise formal, business-as-usual, secured 

entertainment venue. In the documentary, Angry’s sustained embrace with this single fan 

signals the carnivalesque influence of rock'n'roll music as it opens onto shared pleasure and the
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mysteries of affect. The band and audience are equals under the bittersweet empyrean. One 

definitive difference between spectacle and carnival, according to Mikhail Bakhtin, is the line 

between the stage and the audience drawn by the footlights. I will discuss his ideas further in 

this paper. Rose Tattoo's, performance had the potential to unite people in this way by 

eschewing the formal principles of spectacle in favour of the carnivalesque: physical contact 

with the audience, deliberately diverting the otherwise violent energies and brute powers of 

undifferentiated human emotion through the physicality of rock’n’roll music.

To see the footlights effaced by the sheer camaraderie in Australian suburban pubs was 

once a regular part of the ordinary working class weekend at the local ‘watering hole’. To see 

the videotape of these collective emotions flowing as freely in the open-air at a German festival, 

such as Bang Your Head made me reconsider the reasons for the fan’s affections for Rose 

Tattoo. There was a unifying joie de vivre in the presence of a collective appetite for the simple, 

essential experience of shared carnivalesque enjoyment. That appeared to me to be an intriguing 

balance of chaos and cohesion en masse, sparking the idea for making the documentary, 

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw featuring the band, Rose Tattoo.

The open exchange of affection between men is one I had seen before at Rose Tattoo gigs 

in ordinary hotels around Australia, particularly on small and often temporary stages. 

Designated by the edge of plastic milk-crates holding up a P.A. system, a couple of microphone 

stands and long lines of electric leads drawing the makeshift boundaries between ‘stage’ and 

‘stalls’. In the local pub, the informal ‘performance space’ was usually designated by lengths of 

black or silver gaffer-tape stuck along dingy carpeted floors under low lights in the back bars 

soaked in stale smoke, sweat and beer, all across this sunburnt, brown and blonde-brick land. 

Here, the locals and the fans gathered, boozy and usually smashed, swaying across the crude 

line to the stage, to join in singing, dancing or otherwise announcing their fondness for the 

band, and in the case of Rose Tattoo, especially for the front-man, Angry Anderson.

A relaxed sense of good humour and generosity routinely received reciprocal feelings 

from these pub crowds, as Rose Tattoo regularly got as drunk as the audience, while everybody 

made sure to forget their best manners and let the good times roll. In this context, life and art 

overlap between rock’n’roll and its audience, and it is this interplay, when the real is actually 

the indiscipline of the carnival that I wanted to document. It seemed to me that Rose Tattoo 

performances were exemplary in their affinity with this raucous and sensuous expression of 

Australian culture, its impulse to freedom and its tolerance for ambiguous identities and raw 

affect.

Admittedly, it was a completely irrational and impulsive idea born spontaneously of the 

moment - a descending vision of Rose Tattoo as avatars of the carnivalesque in the tradition of 

Rabelais and Bakhtin. Yet, the meaning and significance of the band’s influence on that Bang
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Your Head audience to me, connected with a deep sense of being in time like the sight of a 

falling star. It seemed that, regardless of the performance space, Rose Tattoo performances 

inevitably broke the ‘fourth wall’ and as the idea for a documentary was conceived, the 

sequence from the Bang Your Head festival became the grain of sand that I thought, may 

produce a pearl. For too many reasons to explain here, I thought there was an audience for these 

ideas, a lot of people around the world that would enjoy seeing that footage as much as I did.

The decision to make the documentary then became a long process of deeply personal 

negotiations. It was a highly complex and often rapidly changing project. There were a 

multitude of interrelated and interdependent subjects, contributing to circumstances that were 

usually unpredictable, including my beloved friend Peter Wells, a subtle and well-tempered 

man, who was blessed with an artist’s sensibilities and a determined creative spirit. He is 

acknowledged as the founding member of Rose Tattoo. His talents as a musician and artistic 

entrepreneur are integral to the force of the aesthetic impact of the band since its inception in 

1976.

Our symbiotic partnership began as musicians in 1984. In 2001, I suggested making the 

documentary and his agreement lit the fuse for a number of complex decisions to be made in the 

midst of a dynamic set of circumstances. The following year became a subconscious synthesis 

of new experiences and unexpected information as I sketched out scenes for the future film and 

planned how it might evolve. The band members were blase and affable about the project but 

beneath the surface, their instant enthusiasm shifted like a sandbank as they realized it was no 

whim, and gradually the tide turned. As the rising doubt gathered, I asked about filming a Rose 

Tattoo show but the question, “Why would anyone wanna make a documentary about Rose 

Tattool” was raised more than once by members of the band. I had to negotiate. I admit my plan 

was still shapeless.

Rose Tattoo’s misgivings hovered over long experience and memories of various interests 

and management companies with differing ideas, rumours, strategies, plans and meetings, in 

talks of making a film ‘one day’, all failing to produce anything but the navigation of 

innumerable rounds of beer, the exchange of misleading phone numbers and the receipt of 

unexplained bills. Meanwhile, I started filming Rose Tattoo at pub gigs and thinking through 

appropriate strategies for interviews. It was not a process of pure reason or logic, but one of 

intuitive, experiential non-linear guess-work adapting to changing and varied contexts.

Of course, some consideration had to be made of the distinct difficulty in organizing the 

members of the band to do anything but play music for money. I knew them to be a notoriously 

mercurial group of alpha-oriented males. I had watched the mere assignment of an afternoon for 

a record company or agency photo-shoot take months to arrange and often, many hours, even 

days, to cancel. Phone calls went through, messages sent, ignored, forgotten, misplaced,
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avoided, delayed, re-made, misunderstood, crossed in the wire and eventually returned or not. 

None of the band offered themselves upon request of management or the media for publicity or 

marketing purposes, except vocalist, Angry Anderson.

Consequently, there is very little record, compared to their contemporaries in the music 

industry, of any radio, television or press interviews with the collective members of Rose 

Tattoo. In 1980, bass-player Geordie Leach, then the youngest member of the band, appeared 

once on an Australian commercial television chat show, (Sounds on Channel 7 in Sydney, 

hosted by Donny Sutherland) only to be officially banned for life by the network for his 

incidental, unselfconscious utterance of the word ‘fuck’. Geordie celebrated this censorship by 

having Channel 7’s letter of rebuke printed on T-shirts for the band and friends to wear and 

show off.

Rose Tattoo’s general lack of interest in the protocols of the Pop media is perhaps 

explained by their overwhelming indifference to the expectation of punctuality and abstemious 

professionalism by managers, TV producers, journalists and official agents of the music 

industry in general. Rose Tattoo’s reputation as the ‘Bad Boys’ of Oz Rock suitably enhanced 

their genuine apathy for the etiquette of the entertainment industry and contrivances for the 

acquisition of celebrity. Rose Tattoo’s induction into the ARIA Hall of Fame" in August 2006 is 

at odds with the previous twenty-five years of official music industry indifference towards the 

band’s contribution to popular culture and the Australian popular music scene in particular.

This mutual indifference perhaps can be explained by incompatible divergences in the 

expected outcomes of highly controlled industrial systems constructed around the production of 

music as a commodity and the ability of musicians to construct themselves as independent 

cognizant subjects. However, Rose Tattoo’s lack of representation in the various Australian 

television pop awards and music documentaries such as, Long Wav to the Top (2001) and Love 

Is in the Air (2003) was equally a mistake by the media as the choice of the band.

It did seem to me that taste-makers, such as TV hosts and anchormen, programmers, disc 

jockeys and journalists, in choosing to overlook Rose Tattoo and its audience for most its 

professional life, were challenged by the calculated, ‘performative’ 2 characters in the band as 

jocular and mercurial artistes rather than as backslapping and obsequious fools. Consequently, I 

thought the question as to why anyone would want to make a documentary about Rose Tattoo 

was indeed a philosophical undertaking only previously considered as a swindle. I persisted in 

making notes on ideas and practical questions for and against producing the documentary:

"Rose Tattoo is an intriguing entity, both collectively and individually representing an 

aspect of historical Australian cultural production that is no longer possible to enact.

Australian Recording Industry Association.
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Rose Tattoo is now a seminal example to rock’n’roll bands, therefore audiences for their 

story already exists at least in Australia and in some parts of Western Europe.

It is worth documenting that German audiences appear to appreciate Australian rock’n’roll 

music as a reminder of ‘carnival’ - their cultural heritage, while white Australian audiences 

seem to perceive that as well, perhaps because it constitutes part of their long distant 

European peasant heritage. Rose Tattoo's, process of rock’n’roll performance may be read 

as the industrial descendant of the European carnival tradition.’

Rose Tattoo, 2003 - drummer Paul Demarco with Angry Anderson, Annandale Hotel Sydney

Since the 1980s, the visual imperative, entrenched in the music industry by MTV’s 

wholesale use of the filmed image, has been used as the means to compete in the burgeoning 

commercial market of aural production. Merchandise, from T-shirts to DVD productions, 

became necessary and useful items of sale by record companies in order for their acts to be 

viable in the visual economy of the music scene, as defined by ‘music television’. A 

documentary would clearly be of service to Rose Tattoo.

The current means of production readily available to mobile and determined film makers 

is a benefit attributable to microchip technology and the digital data stream providing portable 

technology, easily accommodated by experimentally independent artists. In the process of 

making a documentary, digital systems diminish the intervention of the filmmaker’s apparatus 

in the subject’s space, although I soon learned, that process remains the “perpetual negotiation 

between the real event and its representation”3. The rock band as represented in documentary 

mode is an item with possibilities for multi-platform delivery and interactive modalities. The 

manufacture of DVDs as souvenirs is as basic a unit in the long catalogue of cheap, collectable 

merchandising of bands as the humble T-shirt once was rare and exclusive to ‘insiders’ in the
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1970s - a custom now long since incorporated into extensive, universal processes of mass 

production.

As well as for these mundane reasons, I thought it important, in the broader context of 

commercial culture, and one so plainly committed to institutionalised opportunism, to make a 

claim for the importance of specificity as opposed to affective historical generalities. As much 

for the sake of the public record as for reasons of my own personal interest and artistic practice, 

I thought it important to document Rose Tattoo as a historical remnant of quickly changing 20th 

century Australian, unofficial culture. As I write in regard to Rock’n’Roll Outlaw at its 

completion, questions of the appropriate, specific means of public dispersal en masse for the 

documentary remain unexplored.

At the turn of the 21s' century, Rose Tattoo continued to express a carnivalesque way of 

engaging with life, a language and a poesis consistent with considerable freedom - of thought, 

of speech, of artistic expression - that I sensed was under threat of extinction for all practical 

purposes. The threat I perceived at that time was emerging from the homogenising cultural and 

economic strategies of neo-conservative political and commercial forces extemporising 

standards of hygienic economic rationalism for globalisation.4

To me, the performance of music by Rose Tattoo was a regenerative opportunity for 

everybody to share in the remainder of a local, carnival atmosphere - with the usual benefits of 

the postponement of official obligations and ‘proper’ language and ‘best’ behaviour. 1 sensed 

time was running out for Rose Tattoo's expression of embodied philosophy and the physical 

processes of organizing and generating powerful emotions and sounds for the practice of the 

unofficial festivities and humour that is rock’n’roll.

The virtual precincts of the conceptual Global Village had somehow restructured actual 

local culture by Orwellian5 means. New ‘speak’, new rules and regulations, requirements, 

takeovers, corporate coups, mergers and consortium manoeuvres seemed as pervasive as 

perhaps once did the authority of the Pope: at the turn of the 21st century, everywhere a 

bewildering, invasive New World Order claiming authority, demanding compliance predicting 

the unpredictable with glaring, reductive analysis and serious, rational posturing. Silencing any 

noise, the lowly and unstructured pleasures of ordinary people seemed to be disqualified as 

unnecessary and under surveillance.

Time and tolerance for the normal expectation of free access to the simple charms of the 

carnival spirit in the living world was quickly diminishing and turning my home town Sydney, 

into a vast panopticon of discreet, expensive enclosures. Everywhere from the mountains to the 

sea: ‘For Sale’ or cordoned off by air-conditioned glass, plans and developments. The esprit of 

the Rose Tattoo performances represented a pungent mode of remembering the material and 

embodied freedoms of carnivalesque expression in defiance of its partitioning and decline in the
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public sphere. This longing for spaces reminiscent of the once ‘common’ wealth of white 

Australian culture perhaps explained the recent resurgent, coincidental local and international 

interest in Rose Tattoo's oeuvre.

At the time, I wrote some lines, imagining the words might escape and find their way into a 

script for a voice over. At that incipient pre-production stage, I was thinking of the documentary 

in terms of a subtle, poetic work in the style of Chris Marker’s essay film, Sunless (1983) or 

Night and Fog (1955) by Alain Resnais. I imagined a structured production, including poetry, 

biography, history, journalism, photographs, and archival footage and even perhaps, fictional 

characters reciting a Brechtian, contradictory monologue. It was to be a scripted meditation with 

tangential historical riffs and poetic reassessments as Rose Tattoo played a central nostalgic 

theme. A sonorous voice would utter verses, accompanied by a nocturnal performance of the 

band’s show filmed in grainy black and white. Within months, these fantasies dissolved as my 

foreboding of radical change manifested in twin circumstances of personal and public loss.

Rose Tattoo, Annandale Hotel, Sydney 2004. Inversion and misrule: the carnivalesque reality.

Lurid images of the astonishing international trauma now known as 9/11 came first. I mention 

that event here because it was a decisive crisis point in the historical course of our life and times 

and it influenced the making of my documentary insofar as it did indeed punctuate the end of an 

era - of public freedom in Western culture. The collapse of the World Trade Centre signalled, in 

my mind, a phallocentric collapse, a macrocosmic finale to the rigid traditions and expectations 

of cultural and economic colonialism. As such, it was to me, a sign of the end of civilization as I 

knew it. At the personal level, this shock preceded the sorrowful, slow process of the death of 

my dearest companion.

In Sydney, on the morning of the 12lh September 2001, caught in a traffic jam like fish in 

a net, I resigned to waiting and played an imaginary version of the Rose Tattoo film through my 

mind’s eye as the main artery into town was jammed with stationary traffic, choking the 

atmosphere with exhaust fumes. Turning on the radio, I heard news of the cataclysm at the 

World Trade Centre and realized the uncanny calm hanging over the stranded commuters meant
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that everybody already knew what went down in New York City. My heart pounded on the door 

of reason, as this was shocking news of an international catastrophe.

Later, seeing televised images of two planes smashing the Twin Towers like a sand 

castle, I thought things would never be the same again.6 As the vengeful, gigantic genie of ash 

and dust rose from the wreckage and chased New Yorkers through the streets like extras in a 

disaster movie, I realized I had no ontology for that information except as a spectator to a 

disaster movie. In 2002, the artist Karlheinz Stockhausen controversially described the images 

of 9/11 as the ‘greatest piece of performance art ever staged’.7 The shock of this mediated 

experience exacerbated deeply conflicting and ambiguous tensions, equivocating between a 

corporeal sense of reality and the images on the screen as hypermedia8. The question of the 

nature of this record of events remains open as the video cameras recorded, and television and 

cinema replayed, as if in a flash, a silent story of official secrecy, covert violence and 

undisclosed terrors leading up to the ‘visual’ event. Speculating on the nature of the relationship 

between film and subjectivity, Scott Mcquire wrote in “Visions of Modernity” in 1998,

“While the vision machine feeds the instrumental rationality underpinning the techno- 

scientific appropriation of the world, facilitating the commodification of the other as spectacle, 

and enabling the policing of identity in an ever-tightening mesh of bureaucratic and self

surveillance, it also points to an equivocal realm ‘where “I” does not recognize itself.’ ” 9 

In Mcquire’s case, he is quoting Blanchot in the Space of Literature. In my case, subjectivity is 

perhaps conflated with the screened images that speak of a long, cryptic history designed to 

maintain a status quo much older than the skyscrapers and definitely more resilient. Yet, the 

immediacy of the video footage reduced and reconstructed these epic historical processes to a 

quick, hair-raising peepshow.

To understand the nature of the production of meaning between the audience and the 

images on screen, the signs of explosions at the World Trade Centre can be seen as tools of 

power and violence, repeating and reinforcing the bizarre, iconic, and ecstatic message of a 

global, reactionary reorganization of Western political and economic resources against 

mysterious possible enemies and outcasts. Audio/visual re-production of this unprecedented 

disturbance corroborates Guy Dubord’s thesis in Society of the Spectacle, even as the shock of 

9/11 is perhaps otherwise the manifestation of a history of un-negotiated desperation by those 

who wish for deeper acknowledgement than as background extras in mediated fireworks.

In 1927, film theorist Siegfried Kracauer wrote:

“An analysis of the simple surface manifestations of an epoch can contribute 

more to determining its place in the historical process than judgements of the 

epoch about itself. As expressions of the tendencies of a given time, these 

judgements cannot be valid testimonies about its overall situation. On the
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other hand, the very unconscious nature of surface manifestations allows for 

direct access to the underlying meaning of existing conditions. Conversely, 

the interpretation of such manifestations is tied to an understanding of these 

conditions. The underlying meaning of an epoch and its less obvious 

pulsations illuminate one another reciprocally.”10

Concern for my artistic inclinations, ambitions and the chances to travel to make a film about 

Rose Tattoo forced a reappraisal of these subjective priorities and, within the revolutionary 

circumstances, the relevance of a rock’n’roll documentary. After 9/11, typical first-world 

freedoms came under scrutiny by the institutions of ‘democratic’ power. Inevitable new 

limitations and restrictions instantly became subject of public discussion. Immediate changes 

would impinge on previously untrammelled privileges taken for granted, such as the business of 

international travel, cultural exchange and freedom of speech.

These issues raised the question of how a ‘War on Terror’ would hinder freedom of 

movement and the possibilities open to touring bands such as Rose Tattoo and their entourage? 

It is a ‘Boys Club’. Rock’n’roll music and Rose Tattoo in particular generated an aura of hyper

masculinity in their 20th century history, an attitude “already deeply integrated into the rough 

saga of colonization, pioneering and gender imbalance which constitute such a significant part 

of the Australian story.”" It was true that the cliched excesses of an over-indulgent rock’n’roll 

life-style, enacted in acknowledgement, confirmation and as signs of the ‘Tatts’ success were, 

for all practical purposes, unrepeatable. The unofficial networks of Australian culture, based on 

laissez-faire systems such as a widespread ‘black’ economy, on which 1970s Oz Rock culture 

was dependent, have disappeared under official techniques of legislation and punishment 

introduced over a period of thirty years.

However, on the other hand, that was precisely the reason to document their oeuvre: as 

cultural artefact. I began filming Rose Tattoo's Sydney shows, with an informal, experimental 

attitude, harbouring reservations about my untested ability as a filmmaker, as well as the 

responsibility of assuming the role of the band archivist. The musicians, as long standing 

members of show business, all understood perfectly their distinct role in the public eye, were 

adept at playing their respective roles for the band, but whether they were willing to allow me to 

read them more closely, as a formal, documentary text remained unknown.

Additionally, the historic event of 9/11 reflected a ‘distant mirror’ to the conflict between 

Christian Europe and the Islamic Empire in the 1520s, which informed the life and times of the 

great Francois Rabelais and enriched the imaginative, carnivalesque content of his novels, 

especially those of Panurge’s journey to the ‘Oracle of the Holy Bottle’.
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On the other hand, I also considered whether or not it appropriate to pursue anything but 

questions of conscience under the shadow of the radical international religious demands being 

made across the world. Fundamentalist Christian, Jewish, Muslim persuasions and the subject 

of where is the good in any superstitious dogma, raises the alarm on the history of tragedy as 

uniquely human. I will return later to the significance of the epic patterns of history and 

Rabelais’ influence on this work, since we are by nature condemned to repeat history. 

Regarding Rabelais’ sixteenth century novels, Timothy Hampton points out,

In addressing the encounter between Christian prisoners and Turkish captors,

Rabelais evokes a major political crisis of the 1520s. For during this 

period.. .the Ottoman Empire, under the command of Suleiman the Great and 

the daring corsair Barbarossa, posed a constant threat to the security and 

stability of Christian Europe.12

It is this layered temporal background that informed the making of the documentary. As 

soon as the rhetoric of revenge exceeded the need for the Red Cross, international business and 

industry imperatives prevailed and Rose Tattoo flew back to Europe for work. On their return, 

at the end of the European Summer of 2002 the homecoming was subdued. Slide guitarist Peter 

Wells returned stricken with all the symptoms of terrible illness, colonised by inexplicable pain. 

Within a few months, the verdict of inoperable cancer was handed-down, followed by a storm 

of paperwork like memos from hell. By the time of his diagnosis, the malignancy crawled 

viciously through most of his bones. Until further notice, he was not well enough to travel 

overseas again with the band. Peter then suggested if I were serious about the documentary 

project, “Now’s as good a time as any to make a film about Rose Tattoo.”

2003 arrived with the certainty that the hand of death was scratching the surface of our 

charmed lives and I knew we would soon be dealing with the inexorable genius of the abyss. 

This horrific anticipation accelerated the focus of the film project. The ‘Avid’ digital editing 

programme I began to learn as a means to enter the technical labyrinth that is digital film 

making. It was a conscious effort to stay the rational course while the emotional turbulence of 

the unexpected threat of death seemed to change the world. As 2003 wore on, Peter’s 

medication and treatment restored quieter times and it became easier make appropriate 

decisions, to prioritize and take new directions.

During that time, we were determined and more precise about the film project. I began to 

see it as a useful tool in my own hands, following Sigfried Kracauer’s comments on the nature 

of film by means of which “all stories found in the material of actual physical reality inevitably 

reveal themselves if they are allowed to unfold during the ordinary course of events.”13 I
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pursued the idea, dreaming as a bee does of honey. The aim of the documentary took on a life of 

its own and became both a definite and indefinite journey guided by the contingencies of life 

and death, with new perspectives and organizing principles grounded in a renewed sense of the 

priorities of the ever present ‘now’. I had no choice but to make an immediate start. The camera 

became my eyes and my eyes followed the intelligence of my aesthetic perceptions.

Angry Anderson, with Rose 

Tattoo on stage at the Eastern 

Creek Raceway (located forty 

kilometres west of Sydney’s 

C.B.D.) Rose Tattoo were 

asked to re-form specifically to 

play the support to American 

band Guns’N’Roses on this 

day, January 30th, 1993. The 

urban legend is that this event 

continues to holds the national 

record for the biggest crowd 

ever assembled in the history of 

Australian entertainment.

Theoretically speaking, it was a non-linear and open-ended approach to the project, 

composing discursively towards an undetermined depiction of the raw materials of the 

biographical details of the enigmatic members of Rose Tattoo. I persisted in order to appraise 

the similarities and contingencies of their individual perspectives and their collective 

carnivalesque attitudes and practice. I had no money, no script, no crew and no control over a 

production schedule. The imperatives of the ineffable were mine: those of chance and the 
inevitable.

I hoped to discover somehow a hidden logic inherent in the material after gathering it 

from my subjects. I had no experience in filmmaking but an intense feeling for the veracity of 

the story. On the most immediate level, my purpose in composing the film would be to highlight 

the subtleties of the culture of Rose Tattoo that normally escape attention precisely because they 

are so familiar to those inside the culture. It was most important to me to document for posterity 

the musical and aesthetic energies of Australian rock’n’roll as exemplified by Rose Tattoo and 

their carnivalesque contribution in the music business as well as their enduring influence on 

contemporary pop culture.
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Bass player Geordie Leach and guitarist, Mick Cocks on stage 30/01/93. 

Photographs by Bob King with permission.

Of course, my perspective may have been biased and inadequate and ended up in chaos 

but risk is the nature of any production. I would simply follow the story, as a line of flight from 

instinctual processes of recovery through to establishing patterns for survival. Thus, I initiated 

the composition of the Rose Tattoo documentary project. Much of the early production of the 

film relied on blind faith and intuition. In retrospect, I realize that the intense activity was 

perhaps a way for the living to make an intrinsic link to the future, beyond death.
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Chapter

2

THEFT
*

“Have you ever picked a lock to steal a bottle? Good for you! Call to mind your
expression at the time.”
- Francois Rabelais.14

This chapter offers a description of the philosophical links between Rabelais’ literary work 

and its analysis by M.M.Bakhtin, the Classical psychopomp Hermes and Rose Tattoo's oeuvre. 

I focus on these historical formations, connecting them to the unofficial cultural praxis of 

tattooists and travelling musicians in Australia during the 1970s and early 80s, situating Rose 

Tattoo, in the first place, in the general historical context of Western culture and then in their 

local, historical milieu.

Transcribing selected excerpts from the interviews I taped with members of Rose Tattoo, I 

will relate their specific memories of unofficial praxis during the 1970s and their artistic and 

musical responses to the cultural constructions of the day, delineating the challenges of creating 

and maintaining a space for carnivalesque expression within their subjective cultural 

circumstances. In reference to the documentary, the production of Rock’n’Roll Outlaw was 

undertaken initially as the collection of souvenir material for the band members.

As the interview process developed, I began to imagine the film based on how the 

characters in the band would seem to people watching the documentary in fifty years time. It 

was a method for keeping a detached eye on the project, in order to avoid the pitfalls of myopia. 

I took a calculated risk then and later, during the editing process, in deciding to pursue the 

content of the individual interviews for a wider contemporary audience, and perhaps, for a more 

distant generation, for whom the details of specific subjectivities constructed in the 1970s may 

be surprising. The transcriptions of the video interviews also form the basis for my reflections 

on my technical and psychological challenges at the beginning of the documentary-making 

process and the organization of particular subjectivities within that mediated framework.

According to the translation made in 1955 by J.M Cohen, Francois Rabelais published the 

first of his five novels, The Histories of Gargantua and Pantagruel, in 1532, “To record thirty 

years of friendship”1^, dedicating the work to John Gloag. In making this film, I was concerned 

to record something of the intimate and dynamic nature of the relationships between Rose
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Tattoo's band members, based on the thirty years they spent travelling and playing music. It 

served also to recall something of the twenty years I shared in their rousing company.

By means of the documentary process, and as an aspect inherent in, but not exclusive to the 

music of Rose Tattoo, I wished to examine the notion of freedom mediated by rock’n’roll as a 

carnivalesque humour. That is, as an implicit invitation to subvert perceived social and 

theoretical norms through the playful call to self-expression that is transmitted to the body 

through the vibrations of rock’n’roll music. It is essential to understand that in the context of 

this work, I do not use the terms ‘rock’n’roll’ or ‘rock’n’roll music’ to refer to a manifestation 

of the recorded commodity. I am interested in rock’n'roll music as embodied experience - the 

performance and active reception of music that is “the channelization of violence”16 between 

performers and audiences simultaneously in real space and time. The affective creation of that 

concrete experience requires the agreement of individuals informed by “unofficial popular 

festive forms”17. In other words, people exercising their intrinsic appreciation of the interplay 

between the arbitrary constraints of formality and colloquial language and humour associated 

with the grotesque realism of the body.

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw was made with some consideration for comparative analyses by a 

generation socialized in contemporary systems of exchange that are impervious to the essential 

carnivalesque meaning of rock’n’roll music and the history of freedom. Toughened by 

totalitarian principles, economic rationalism and electronic marketing represent reduction of 

cultural exchange to an essentially materialistic discipline. Through the expression and 

experience of rock’n’roll music as urban folk culture - ‘pub rock’ - I wished to represent and 

record via the documentary, social and cultural freedoms that I perceived to be under siege to 

pre-emptive and defensive demands for permanent individual and international ‘Security’ by 

corporate global interests. 18

Before World War II, while writing Rabelais and His World, Mikhail Bakhtin recognized 

similar critical aims in the literary work of Francois Rabelais, for whom he coined the versatile 

and comprehensive literary term ‘carnivalesque’. Bakhtin’s famous book should be read in its 

historic political context as an oblique reproach of the repressive, humourless and violent 

institutionalisation of culture by the notorious Communist regime of Joseph Stalin from 1922 

until 1953. Bakhtin’s modern analysis of Rabelais’ sixteenth century voice is simultaneously a 

criticism of Stalinism and those 20th century ‘party-liners’ who threatened Bakhtin with exile 

and internment throughout his academic life.19 The inevitability of all forms of subversive 

critique in the face of just such a paranoid regime thus informs the foundation of my research.

The larrikin spirit, which I hope to show alive in the music of Rose Tattoo, enlivens some 

of Rabelais’ exemplary literary characters that live by the motto: “Do what thou wilt.”20 As I 

write, I wish to contrast this apotheosising motto with the extent of social and individual
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freedoms currently diminishing under the guise of ‘anti-terror’ legislations. I aimed to present 

Rose Tattoo in the documentary as a socio-historic reference point, in the case for personal 

choice and liberty based on the democratic principle that freedom of speech and self-expression 

are universal human rights. The target audience for my presentation of these ideas in particular 

is a hypothetical one, perhaps enthused some time in the future by the sonic experience of 

rock’n’roll and curious about its varied and historic cultural origins.

In Rabelais and His World, it is Bakhtin’s subtle and scrupulous analysis of the essential, 

enduring nature of unofficial culture that is most important to the understanding of this work. 

That which is the vulnerable, divertible but inexhaustible source of the social and sociable 

world - freedom as transcribed by Rabelais and transposed by Bakhtin - depends on the cultural 

maintenance of a philanthropic sense of humour and a flexible view on the nature of power, the 

power of truth and their inexorable, definitive differences. Like Rabelais, Bakhtin rejected the 

deadening principles of totalitarianism in favour of a life lived in the dedicated pursuit of the 

experience of a living culture through freedom and the laughter that is its promise.

Just as the inkling of change came to people through the voices in the ‘marketplace’ 

during the Reformation, the text of my documentary points to rock’n’roll music as a public 

channel for the expression of inexorable social change in late twentieth century Australian 

culture. Rock’n’roll’s expressive rhythmic form, its volume and its affect on the bodies of 

participants echoed the indiscipline and misrule of carnival practices of the sixteenth century, 

challenging established local and ethnic codes of conduct and institutional expectations of self

discipline across the body-social. The sustained two hundred year campaign of bans and 

legislation against the integrated and universal carnival practices, formerly common to 

European culture21 systematically re-emerged with renewed cruelty in the 20Ih century under 

Stalinism. Mikhail Bakhtin then wrote, “Laughter must liberate the gay truth of the world from 

the veils of gloomy lies spun by the seriousness of fear, suffering and violence.”22 Bakhtin 

risked everything in his quest to remind us not only of the basic human right to freedom and to 

laughter, but to continue to question all forms of authority imposed by violence and to resist 

conformity with their mechanisms.

The template for this independent intellectual and creative revolutionary cogency belongs 

to Western culture at its roots. This research project takes a long view of impersonal history. 

Before Christ, it is worth remembering that Aristotle was heir to a particular construction 

representative of human consciousness in the mythical figure of Hermes. Hermes inhabits a 

taboo field of consciousness within totalitarian and fundamentalist cultures. His radical, 

ambiguous incarnation is ironically, similar to that of Christ - being equally human (Maia), and 

divine (Zeus) - but as the mediator between the divine and earthly worlds, Hermes’ motivations
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are controversial for being impartial and amoral. These philosophical juxtapositions are 

certainly part of Rabelais’ intellectual and artistic repertoire.

A translation of the myth of Hermes revisits the traditional origins of Western music. 

Carl Keryeni’s Hermes: Guide of Souls2* added a further conceptual foundation to the 

possibilities for a documentary production. The mythical character of the ‘Divine Thief is 

Hermes. The archetype of the trickster and the creation of music are central and inseparable in 

the mythic foundations of Western culture: Hermes suddenly, astonishingly, invents the lyre and 

improvises a bawdy song. He celebrates his wayward father and earthly mother, their sexual 

union and his illegitimate birth. Following this episode, much later in the myth, Hermes 

introduces his half-brother, Apollo, to music. At that moment, Apollo accepts Hermes’ 

invention - the lyre - as a gift. Within the context of the myth, the lyre is the prototype of all 

musical instruments, yet historically Apollo assumes the honours of the virtuoso and the 

Classical mantle of God of Music.

Reassessing the structure of the myth, Hermes’ invention of the lyre is the original 

medium for all music, and his bawdy song - the first of its kind, suggests that Hermes remains 

the unacknowledged creator of an unofficial form of music - anonymous music, folk music, and 

the seeds of rock and roll music. The antithesis of the virtuoso, Hermes is perhaps the first 

jongleur the character leading the raucous mob in a unifying, carnivalesque refrain, a bawdy 

chant from the rabble, a dirty ditty, not in honour of the gods, but in spite of them. The tradition 

of the archetypal minstrel, of the trickster and the devil at the crossroads, the perpetual road of 

the folk music tradition, the stories of Irish balladeers and the American Blues, and the 

unofficial histories that they express24 returned me to thoughts of Rose Tattoo as a formal text. 

The link between the spirit of Hermes and the invention of music is explained further by Lewis 

Hyde in Trickster Makes this World2*. Music is a causal mechanism, underpinning ancient 

Western narratives, incorporating the idea of the ‘clever trick’ that changes ones’ fate that 

breaks unwritten laws in order to establish their inscription. The power of Hermes’ music is that 

it connects the mortal world with the divine, changing the course of Western culture forever. 

According to Hyde, this theme appears in the traditional and aboriginal narratives of human 

history, across space and time.

While I recognise the story of Rose Tattoo is a minute fractal representation, their story 

resonates within the epic cycle of repetitive cultural formations. For me, their re-emergence 

during the first years of the ‘War on Terror’ drew some thematic congruence with the tradition 

of music as a catalyst for resistance and change, and with Francois Rabelais literary expression. 

Rabelais, writing as he was during the Reformation in France, observed as Islam pressed closer

An itinerant entertainer. See Oxford English Dictionary for further definition.
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to the borders of Christendom, and the profound battle to maintain traditional Catholic 

domination of the region caused widespread internal massacres and terror.

“The menace of a Turkish invasion of Europe raised moral and political 

questions for sixteenth-century intellectuals that were at least as complex as 

the questions raised later by the much more widely studied encounter with 

the new world.”26

Rabelais’ biographical details speak of his intimate familiarity with both the new and orthodox 

Christian teachings of the day and of his educated acquaintance with the philosophy and faith of 

classical antiquity. His erudition is transparent in his novels. In consideration of these ideas, 

Rabelais’ invention of the hilarious literary character ‘Panurge’ was as daring as it was 

controversial. German scholar, Ludwig Schrader, illuminates the connections and similarities 

between Hermes spirit and Panurge’s characteristics in his research of 1958, detailing the 

etymology of the ambiguous Greek word panourgos - meaning tricky, clever and wise, or 

cunning, crafty and treacherous.27 Schrader has his intellectual antecedent in Bakhtin’s earlier 

work of 1932, (unpublished till 1965).28

The prologue of Book IV of The Histories of Gargantuci and Pantagruel delivers some 

insight into the official animosity Rabelais caused with his controversial literary inventions, 

when he writes:

“But I was so hideously and baselessly slandered by certain cannibals, 

misanthropists and sour-pusses that I lost all patience and decided not to 

write another word. One of the lesser accusations that they made against 

me was that my books were crammed full of different heresies. Yet, they 

could not point out a single one anywhere all the same. Gay fooling, 

offensive neither to God nor the King is there in plenty. For that is the 

sole theme and subject of my books.” 29

However, I mention these schematic relationships in order to reiterate the meaning of 

carnivalesque as it defines all attributes of informal defiance within the architecture of official 

cultural expression. Within the framework of Rabelais’ novels, his ‘gay fooling’ is a dialogic of 

humour and sobriety giving consistent voice to the development of subjective historical 

consciousness in Western culture at that time, generating the heteroglossia of unstable 

subjectivities within the traditional constructions of authority and social status. Contrary and 

amoral points of view, particularly between ‘Pantagruel’ and ‘Panurge’, question arbitrary 

notions of power, contesting official constructions of good and evil. Rabelais’ demonstration of 

carnivalesque language and humour is perhaps a fait accompli central to a sense of liberty 

within the human spirit.
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Perhaps inspired by Hermes, and certainly animated by Rabelais’ grasp of the function and 

purpose of ambivalence as a psychological state engendering humour, his literary characters 

challenge the overarching psychological constructions of truth and power as represented by the 

Church and State in 16th century Reformist culture. Similarly, within the 20th century discourse 

of literature and the humanities, Bakhtin’s analysis of Rabelais’ novels re-engages these 

conceptual cultural manifestations. This is Rabelais’ discursive influence in the context of the 

documentary, where Rose Tattoo performances echo these aesthetic and philosophical modes of 

resistance in late 20th century Australian culture. The regenerative role of a speculative 

redefinition of Hermes in my own cognitive and creative process engages the mythical identity 

at the unofficial origin of music, the archetype of all that is audacious within my imagination.

Hermes is the poetic provocateur inspiring the human desire for transcendence and for 

freedom incarnate. In this respect, beginning with the Greek myth, through to the literary art of 

Rabelais, then to Bakhtin’s analyses and finally Rose Tattoo's, oeuvre, I have constructed this 

paper as an inter-textual strategy for rearticulating dislocated memories and displaced practices 

in the radical questions of the difference between unofficial expressions of truth and 

institutional formations of power.

These questions, within the subtext of the documentary, Rock’nRoll Outlaw, invoke the 

rebellious spirit - the rebel whose cause and effect in seeking to re-construct apparently 

permanent conditions of hierarchies is the very condition for the generation of culture. Informed 

by traditionally masculine gestures of auto-poesis, by means of the acquisition and display of 

tattoos and the persistence of strident, overwhelming volume in performance, the aesthetic 

nature of Rose Tattoo persists in this generative mode, re-animating sites for carnivalesque, 

festive forms. These historically lapsed representations of rupture and performative violence, 

characteristic of the 1970s’ international rock music scene, first emerged at a time when there is 

scant evidence of successful official suppression, appropriation or distribution of these practices 

by government or corporate interests in Australia.30

Part of the aim of the production of Rock’n’roll Outlaw is to illustrate a transitional 

moment in white Australian culture when the anonymous practices of everyday people emerged 

through rock’n’roll music to become a distinct expression of the real experiences of anxiety and 

violence contradicting official cultural representations of equity and prosperity. Australian 

rock’n’roll bands like Rose Tattoo contributed to this social phenomenon through their sonic 

manifestations that simultaneously anticipate and account for the changing dependencies in 

economic relations between the people and their material cultural production over a period of 

thirty years.
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Rose Tattoo on the road in America, 1982. Photograph courtesy of Angry Anderson.

Inherent to the anecdotal evidence of the interviews with the subjects of the documentary, 

is the extent of the 1970s organization, mediation and distribution of Pop culture by the 

combined apparatus of government and corporate interests, was then still within range of public 

scrutiny and negotiation. In global democratic systems at the turn of the 21st century, the 

inexorable merging of state and commercial interests perhaps constitutes a conflict of interests 

and a trap for tangible modes of free speech and cultural exchange. As I write at the beginning 

of the 21sl century, across contemporary Australian media, critical conversation and public 

debate are increasingly difficult to discern above the familiar tunes of ‘Greatest Hits’ radio and 

‘Reality’ television. For me, there is instead, a sense of deepening public silence as the 

standardized, electronic delivery of ‘the news’ and popular culture repeats a monotonous 

rotation of ‘info-tainment’ and nostalgic melodies that are echoed across identical formats and 

programming for compliant consumer behaviours in exchange for pledges of public safety and 

social stability via cultural repetition.31 In relation to the documentary, Rose Tattoo's music is 

central to understanding the changes in perception that were taking place in the late 1970s at the 

grassroots of Australian communities in anticipation of these increasing contradictions between 

democracy and capitalism. Rock’n’roll in the 1970s, such as Rose Tattoo's music, produced the 

unofficial sound of escalating social tensions and cultural ambiguities.

Similarly, musical expression during Francois Rabelais time was in a state of change. The 

French were composing and producing a hybrid form of musical art in song, known as the 

chanson. These were an innovation, blending secular verse with traditional music, forming a 

simple arrangement of voice with instrumental accompaniment, featuring dynamic rhythmic
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patterns, short phrases and lyrics drawn from popular ballads and verses “much closer to the 

heart of the people” than sophisticated, refined poetry of the official court virtuoso and the 

‘grands rhetoriqueurs’32. Throughout his novels, Rabelais reveals in his literary characters, a 

wide-ranging familiarity and interest in the popular music of his day, whose transmission was 

free and “neither elitist nor monopolistic of creativity”33. Music was perhaps the welcome 

reminder of the ‘everlasting’ in a lifetime characterized by the perishable mortal coil. In a poetic 

description revealing the transcendent nature of unrecorded music Rabelais wrote,

“For the rolling of the drums, together with the soft pattering of the 

sands and the crew’s shanties, made a music for us that was almost as 

delightful as that of the stars in their courses, which Plato said he 

heard on some nights in his sleep.” 34

Rabelais’ literary character, Gargantua learns to play the harpsichord, viol, flute, recorder 

and trombone as well as basic music theory. Rabelais has Priapus, another literary character, list 

thirty-four popular composers of the time,

“...and other jovial musicians, all in a private garden, beneath a lovely 

arbour, and behind a rampart of bottles, hams, pasties and dainty female 

morsels, in veils and skirts, singing most charmingly:

‘If hatchets unhelved are quite useless,

And tools without hafts useless too,

Lets make one fit into the other,

I’ve a helve. Let the hatchet be you.’ ” (Prologue, Book IV. 445)

The cultural foundations of the chanson were a harbinger of revolutionary change, 

announcing the new secularism born of the Reformation of the church, and the explication of 

the rights of the Christian (male) individual. The construction of individual consciousness has 

continued, seeming to permeate all categories of Western culture from complex philosophical 

and military/industrial systems of modernity to the simplest form of contemporary Pop song. 

Musically, Rose Tattoo is a faithful echo of these historical formations and their work is a 

reminder that within the apparent stability of favourable cultural and psychological 

constructions, even individuals perceived as being in the ascendancy are receptive to the fictions 

and the fakes, disguised as absolute truths within the domestic, social and political experience, 

in mediation and in memory.
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This phenomena of social consciousness in the documentary and in this paper, is present in 

the dissonant sounds of the music and the ambivalent testimonies of the musicians to better 

express the carnivalesque intentions of their audible, physical responses to these conflicts within 

the social environments of their youth. For the members of Rose Tattoo, rock’n’roll music did 

not represent, but created a carnivalesque, liminal cultural space where a colloquial idiom 

developed, enabling them to stabilize themselves individually enough to achieve a level of 

musical expression that spoke with similar subjects in need of validation.

Rose Tattoo and crew on the road, France 1981. Photograph courtesy of Angry Anderson.

Generally speaking, these subjects - Rose Tattoo's band members and their audience - are 

constructed by the masculine aphasia caused by the contingencies of modern idealism within 

social and economic relations in post-war, blue collar and suburban populations in Australia, 

Germany, France and Britain in the 1970s and 80s and through to the early 21st century. During 

the performance sequences in the documentary, images of the band’s early photographs and 

snapshots, ‘black and white’ filmed performances in the 1980s, superimposed on the later, 21st 

century renditions of their repertoire, emphasise the continuity and endurance of their oeuvre. 

Their work as musicians in the production of social space creates a collective process of 

framing for transgressive, ambiguous and particularly ‘masculinized’ identities.

That is not to say there is a specific type of Rose Tattoo fan. In the process of researching 

this work, and within the text of the documentary itself, I noticed and the band members 

remarked at the increase in the number of women in the last ten years in attendance at Rose 

Tattoo performances 35, as well as the diverse range in age and interest of members of the 

audiences in Australia and overseas.
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Rose Tattoo's music and their individual lives therefore are inseparable in the context of 

the documentary, corresponding to society, caught up as they are in the discursive twists and 

turns of the social history of their quotidian circumstances. In the documentary, the interview 

sequences are focussed on each member of the band, and frame their points of view exclusively 

within the context of their involvement in their relationship to the music, to the other players, 

and their writing, recording and performing the rock’ roll for which Rose Tattoo is recognized 

internationally.

The first sequence of the documentary production started with the videotaping of Rose 

Tattoo performances, and subsequently, the interviews with members of the band. Bakhtin’s 

notion that culture exists where two voices meet, that is, in that space between speaking 

subjects, where a third zone of potentiality is conceived, offering the reconstruction of 

otherwise definitive cultural positions, hence the formula 1 + 1 =3. 36 Adding complexity to this 

formula, the interjection of audio and visual recording technology transforms informal 

conversation into ‘interview material’. In her essay “Documentary Is/Not a Name,” Trinh T. 

Minh-ha speaks of the infinite challenges of this configuration between documentary makers, 

their subjects and the camera. “Truth, even when “caught on the run” does not yield itself either 

in names or in filmic frames; and meaning should be prevented from coming to closure at either 

what is said or what is shown.”37 Adding to this consideration is the performative element of the 

‘fourth wall’ - as mediated by the screen. 1 learned that recording material for a documentary 

produces a truth and a meaning endlessly regenerated by changing audiences, further 

complicated by the electronically mediated network of chain reactions, or viral connections, 

engendering new and unpredictable meanings and outcomes at an incalculable number of 

interfaces within the matrix of contemporary data bases and media portals.

As the simplest point of departure, Peter Wells arranged to meet me to begin just such an 

encounter on the 11th July 2003. I organized a video camera, tripod, tapes, microphone and 

lights. Juggling it upstairs and setting it up in my apartment immediately created a sense of 

estrangement in the otherwise familiar surroundings. The purpose of the interview was to open 

a connection between hackneyed representations of chaos and incoherence in the carnivalesque 

production of rock’n’roll with Peter’s intelligence, humour and his memories of the creative 

experience. I wondered how the presence of the recording equipment would affect our 

conversation and what the technology would reveal - serendipitously, or otherwise.

I started fdming at about 2 o’clock in the afternoon and stopped about two hours later when 

the conversation rambled like a lost dog, Peter scratching around for words in any direction, 

while I circled the perimeter looking for clues. We then re-wound the tape and watched in the 

camera’s viewfinder together to see how the tail spent the afternoon wagging the dog. It was a 

jagged conversation and Peter suggested we repeat the experiment the following day. The habit
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of unspoken experience created a bewildering psychological obstacle to ready description and 

articulation of memory. I welcomed the opportunity to try again and go with the flow of initial 

enthusiasm for the documentary project. The following day, of course, our interview was easier. 

I was beginning to learn what Carl Lindner described so succinctly,

“In the intimate documentary, the activity of the subject...provides a 

backdrop and context against which to project his personality. The subject’s 

individuality does not exist apart from those pursuits that frame the subject’s 

life. This is perhaps the main reason the intimate documentary is a film 

without a script. A structure is provided by the subject’s life plan.”38 

During the second interview, dialogic paralysis gave way to a sustained interview. Accreting 

memories of past and present professional practice with previously undisclosed emotional 

modes of perception the mapping of these somatic and psychological contours ultimately 

defined my choices in the edit suite, eventually underscoring the ambient entirety of the 

documentary.

The questions I posed were similar to the ones we talked through during the first 

interview but by observing our hesitancy ‘in the frame’ we had better prepared spoken replicas 

of the memories and ideas that were foreshadowed by silences the day before. The interview 

took a more conversational turn. Peter elaborated on the history of Rose Tattoo by situating the 

band in the wider context of the history and practice of the Australian entertainment business, 

speaking of official and unofficial forms of practice at a time when they were so closely 

interlinked as to be indistinguishable to the players. He articulated an interpretation of the 

unofficial plots and schemes of a local music scene that had its origins in the history of English 

vaudeville, tent shows and travelling circuses, on one hand, and on the other hand, via the 

American influence in the Pacific region during and after the World War II. Johnny O’Keefe 

emerged as the most influential embodiment and imaginative force to form the foundations of 

rock’n’roll perfomance practices for Australian artists from Billy Thorpe to Jimmy Barnes, 

Michael Hutchence and of course, Angry Anderson. Peter Wells took the scenic route toward 

Rose Tattoo's musical history.

Though we both knew our subject, I was unsure as to how or when to ‘control’ or 

‘manage’ the interview and realized a conversational approach was the simplest technique to 

win the best material from my subjects. By allowing the answers to direct the line of 

questioning, I also realized controlling my own responses was the only possibility for creating a 

rhythmic structure, leaving extended pauses for silence and in consideration of my subjects’ 

possible second thoughts. These audible gaps became elemental in designing the rhythm and arc 

of the narrative during time in the edit suite.
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The second interview was an accomplishment of ‘situated cognition’,39 we both having 

had time to think and adapt to the semiotic demands of the technology and its intervention 

between us. It became a dialogic of performative expression, a deliberately narrated hybrid 

perspective of the story we wanted to tell each other. It was this second interview that appears 

almost exclusively in the first part of the documentary. At an unidentified level, I had some 

psychological resistance to accepting the seemingly irreconcilable narratives of artistic practice 

and business strategies in Peter’s individual assertion for Rose Tattoo within and against the 

music industry. Initially, this dilemma caused difficulties in placing the emotional tone of the 

film, which I hoped to resonate as a story of fiery human expression as distinct from a cool 

diktat of commercial reality and technical prowess. I will elaborate on this and other challenges 

in evaluating production objectives later in this work.

Ian Rilen and Mick Cocks at the House of Pain, 24th August, 2004.

The foundation of the production plan was to reinvest relevance and meaning in the 

narrative of the historical creation of that lapsed social, idiomatic space, known as ‘pub rock’ - 

late 20th century Australian rock’n’roll music praxis. The interviews seen in Rock’n’Roll 

Outlaw capture some of the epistemic vehemence underpinning the cultural expression of 

rock’n' roll that for Rose Tattoo was a temporal and spatial performance of organized, 

overwhelming noise aimed at confronting, destabilizing and subverting the subjective coherence 

of its audiences. Rose Tattoo's, refusal of containment by established Pop music codes of 

harmony, tempo, rhythm and volume established a zone of resistance that succeeded by 

foreclosing on regular formal popular representation for over thirty years.

By way of further explication, at this point in the exegesis, I will transcribe a discursive 

selection of annotated quotes from those interviews held on the 12th and 13th April 2003,
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amongst some others. Many of the general personal details covered in the interviews were 

deleted from the final cut of the documentary, for reasons of editorial balance and practical 

limitations of time and resources. However, some of this extra material is included here, to 

provide a clearer view of the editorial choices that I made during the organization of the diegetic 

material. All the interview quotations I include in this exegesis are transcribed from interviews I 

conducted with the members of Rose Tattoo for the purposes of making the documentary, 

Rock’^Roll Outlaw.

I include this information here also to provide clarification of a broader social context in 

the formation of the individual subjective positions assumed by the members of Rose Tattoo 

during the incubation of the band’s aesthetic project and its subsequent realization and social 

dispersion. These details are pertinent in general to understanding the breadth of active, 

unofficial and carnivalesque cultural exchange taking place in the public sphere and 

specifically, in the underground Australian music scene during the 1970s and early 80s, as it 

informs the back-story of the documentary.

For the purposes of editing Rock’n’Roll Outlaw, these historical anecdotes contributed 

to an overview of the scope of thirty years of my subjects’ cultural influence and to a certain 

extent, distanced me from a personal perspective, allowing the use of the interview material as a 

new, rudimentary context in which to examine my conceptual framework. Attending 

specifically to personal recollections brought the past into the present, shattering the illusion of 

a cultural homogeny of ideas in relation to the band’s public image.

For the purposes of this exegesis, the interview material covers individual constructions 

of masculinity and anecdotal responses to the systems of authority perceived in the specific 

social circumstances in which the band members found themselves, and traces the subtle ways 

of change in the social ‘value’ of those formations between the 1970s and 2000s. To sharpen the 

focus of this discussion in particular, and in parallel to the course of the history of Rose Tattoo, I 

will include in this chapter an overview of the liminal cultural position assigned to the tattoo as 

cultural object- its practice, reception and distribution.

Peter Wells describes music as both a relation and a way of making meaning in the 

world: “[In 1975] There was no-one on TV that looked like me and my mates and no bands 

playing music I wanted to listen to...it was all ‘Bubblegum’ and Johnnie Farnham or Val 

Doonican...know what I mean? And the shit they played on the radio was just dreadful. There 

was just nothing out there that appealed to me, nothing I wanted to go and see...I had to make it 

up meself.”

[L.C: “So you decided to put together a band that you would want to go

and see?”]

P.W.: “Yeah...pretty much.” 40
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Before my time and association with these musicians, the personal stories of the Rose 

Tattoo ‘glory days’ reconfigured my perception of that historical material and psychological 

context. Peter’s autobiographical perspective alluded in general to the extent of a gradual, 

official rationalization of aesthetic values in popular culture, explaining diminishing 

possibilities for freedom of expression in the public sphere over the ensuing thirty years. For 

reasons of historical context and contrast, I will briefly examine here the extent of political and 

economic independence available to ordinary citizens in the 70s - specifically the band 

members — as part of the rights and freedoms of the peculiar Australian colloquial culture from 

which Rose Tattoo emerged. These details, too much for the range of the documentary, also 

serve to establish here the challenge of the independent nature of the band’s activities and 

represent the subjective experience, expectations and ideals of its membership and the social 

context in which they evolved.

Pete Wells and Angry Anderson on stage in Adelaide, Australia 2003.

Peter Wells said of the earliest phase of the band, “...it sorta frightened people, which I 

think was a good thing...it was a bit controversial...”41 At the outset, it is important to the 

integrity of the documentary, and to the memory of Peter Wells that this quote communicates is 

understood as having no malice or sarcasm. In the history of humour, the carnivalesque appeals 

to a sense of the absurd in the broadest philosophical acknowledgement of the human drama. 

Carnivalesque humour is an acute awareness and sharp appreciation of the arbitrary nature of 

cultural beliefs. It relates to a laissez faire attitude rejecting hegemonic judgements, but the 

spirit of meanness is anathema to it. The humorous intentions and outlook of the band members 

connects them to the living practice of rock’n' roll music as a carnivalesque form and ascribes to 

the grotesque body and the carnivalesque principle that by Bakhtin’s characterization redeems 

laughter in a constructive, regenerative and deeply appreciative sense of life and death as the 

eternal cycle. As Peter Wells said,
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“Well...it was an experience. You see, the trouble with Rose Tattoo is 

nobody ever leaves the band. I mean, the people who don’t actually play in 

the band anymore are still in the fucking band...I mean psychologically or... 

what’s the word? Spiritually... know what I mean?... mmm ... you see,

Digger’s still in the band...yeah...but that doesn’t mean that Paul’s not...it’s 

a different kinda concept... It gets to the stage where they’re like fucking 

relatives...”42

In the 1970’s, these bonds of relationship began in the ambit of freedom and humour that 

conceives of a carnivalesque truth. Inverting the occasion of musical performance to its 

carnivalesque form, Rose Tattoo, and ‘Oz Rock’ in general, was then a practice that by 

Bakhtin’s definition served as, ‘a festive feast for everyone’ providing an unpredictable 

platform for the full spectrum of unofficial, embodied, emotional engagement.

In Rock’n’Roll Outlaw, the performance of Rose Tattoo's music evokes the unauthorized 

marketplace and the laughter and merriment of freedom. A selection of snapshots taken by band 

members during their activities of recording and travelling emphasize these ideas. The 

photographs speak of the relaxed and informal arrangements between the participants, but more 

importantly, a camaraderie relating directly to the unofficial circumstances the band members 

created through their mutual recognition of a kindred connection to each other via the semiotics 

of tattooed skin and rock’n’roll music.

Peter remembered himself then as an average Australian bloke and in deference to social 

attitudes of the day, he kept his tattoos covered in public, but as a tourist travelling in Hawaii in 

1975, he bared his skin and his social position as an outsider emphasised the way tattoos 

unsettled people in conventional circumstances. He did not then look like a typical tourist. It is 

important to be aware that Australia was then an unknown cultural economy- unseen and 

unheard beyond national borders, it was an un-marketed and genuinely remote region in the 

international geopolitics of that era, including in the United States. In Hawaii, Peter 

remembered a shop assistant asking, “Oh! You’re from Australia? Is that in Europe?”

Rarely ever ignored, there was a sense of mischievous enjoyment at the strength of other 

people’s reactions to his tattoos, especially at the strong disapproval by strangers for his 

difference in appearance. He decided a very loud rock’n’roll band, specifically of tattooed 

players would at least be amusing in the otherwise sanitized field of international Pop music. 

The public’s reaction in Hawaii to his uncovered tattooed skin was the insight into Rose Tattoo 

as a burlesque of the Pop music iconography of the day.

At that time, it was illegal in most states in America to operate a tattoo shop.43 Back in 

Australia, women were strongly discouraged from entering tattoo shops, with the exception of a
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nominal Ladies’ day or strictly within specified hours. Though legal, Australian tattoo shops 

operated outside the register of ordinary business practices and standards. In that era, the 

majority of Western tattoo designs, categorized as International Folk Style44 in American 

circles, included trade tattoos in wide circulation. These designated the recipient’s occupation, 

such as enlisted man, thief, gambler, sailor, or pimp, for example. The acquisition of these 

designs was a way for tattooed men to both express and rationalize emotional attachments and 

to embody the bonds of shared experience through actual pain and as a sign of painful 

experience, perhaps reinforcing the enduring historical connection to men serving in the navy 

and the military.

While living and working in Kings Cross during and after the Vietnam War, Peter Wells 

realized the transgressive potential of these organizing principles and decided to apply them to 

his field in popular entertainment: rock’n’roll music. As an aside to his public career as a 

musician, Peter was a known practitioner in the tattoo community and sometimes tattooed 

people in private by arrangement at his home. It is important to remember in this context, 

standards of professional practice were a matter of personal choice and based on the long 

traditions of individual mentorship.

The original Rose Tattoo ‘trade’ tattoo as it appears in the documentary.

In these independent and unauthorised circumstances, Peter designed a trade tattoo for the 

Rose Tattoo band based on esoteric and numerological meanings of the number four. Peter’s 

interest in the hermeneutic arts was life long and they formed part of the oral traditions of the 

artistic practice of tattoo. The central symbol of the band tattoo is the Greek cross, a sign for 

organization and stability: the four cardinal directions, the four platonic elements, the four 

gospels, and most importantly, four beats to the bar. Symbolically, Peter included in this design 

intentions to power through the invocation of knowledge for steadfastness, patience, dexterity,
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commerce and wisdom. Completing this pattern is a Japanese inscription invoking the power of 

the ancestors and good fortune. These symbols combined to set up a pattern of relationships 

between the band and its audience that operated beyond the official symbolic order, eventually 

affecting and generating complex new meanings within the system of exchange in the 

international music industry. Without the music, the tattoos remained silent and this marked the 

beginning of a controversial exchange within the tattoo community at that time.

Phenomenologically, the original trade tattoo was vital to the future cohesion and resilience 

of the membership of Rose Tattoo. However, this concept was an unwelcome rupture in the 

secret coded world of tattoo artists, and one that many in that community regarded unfavourably 

as a trivialization of their work. Peter’s ideas were the first in a controversial step across the 

cultural boundary between the societies of tattooed people and non-tattooed people. As in any 

cultural system, the functional affects of these restrictions and their traditions were equally 

significant to each side of the divide, and for opposite reasons. Ironically, the carnivalesque 

attitudes of Rose Tattoo’s project also inverted the underground, unofficial culture from which it 

emerged. As Angry Anderson said,

“...in those days you wore long sleeves around people who were not 

tattooed...it was a bit of a secret (laughs) And if you were gonna be with 

your mates that you knew were tattooed, you might wear a t-shirt that 

showed a little bit, you know... at the top of your arm or something, but 

otherwise you kinda kept your tattoos private”45

This point is significant to the understanding the full implications of the carnivalesque 

principles examined in the documentary. In that context of the 1970s, a person’s decision to be 

tattooed might relate to Western colonial traditions of masculine initiation rites dating from 

previous centuries of work in the army and navy and cultural encounters with Polynesian 

others.46

Within mainstream culture, which in the context of tattooing does not include members 

of the armed services, tattoo rites and traditions lurked at the outskirts of the domestic milieu 

and were held simultaneously at a distance and as a closely guarded secret by the initiated. The 

illustrated skin of tattooed people in this traditional setting perhaps expresses a kind of human 

aposematism47 against the physical disciplines of authority and a majority, conservative 

citizenry, for whom tattoos represented either, or sometimes both, a socially, politically and 

economically separate caste and/or a closed community whose affective codes were inscrutable 

to ‘mainstream values’ and were therefore threatening.

Unquestionably the roots beneath the structures of contemporary Pop culture, Bakhtin 

describes this underground facet of carnivalesque culture as the regenerative affect of a dialogic 

intelligence in the marketplace, the locus of the ‘sober life of the people’. It is a regenerative,
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disobedient discourse steeped in unanimous agreement and pregnant with the force of amoral 

and unspecified change based on the dialogic of experiential truth rather than ideals of power - 

that is, the practice and acquisition of tattoos was productive of the unity of a communal 

understanding of the real conditions of physical existence as an unmediated experience.

For those identified as anterior to the cultural mainstream, and for those who chose to be, 

tattoos coded a silent awareness and acknowledgement of the difference between being and 

having. As part of the back-story to the documentary, it is important to remember that Rose 

Tattoo integrated the aesthetics of decorated flesh with rock music at a time in Australia when 

this distinction was not yet lost in communal understanding. It was the manifestation of “free 

and critical historical consciousness.’’48 Perhaps Rose Tattoo's deliberate aesthetic project was 

preceded by ACDC's Bon Scott’s brazen flash of the parrot tattoo on his forearm. However, 

Rose Tattoo remains the only band to consciously incorporate the private habit of collecting 

tattoos as a personal practice by individual band members within their performance in the 1970s 

and early 80s.

In quasi-legal, subversive circumstances tattooed people, mainly men, were consciously 

at odds with the mid 20lh century Western mainstream cultural standards and organizing 

principles of official institutional philosophies and behaviours. As desire and symbolic gesture, 

tattoos tipped the balance in favour of worldly freedom for the individual, subverting 

domination by institutions, such as orphanages, prisons and the armed services as much as by 

family, church and schools. In a carnivaliesque gesture, tattoos broke the clean skin, severing 

connections from maternal, domestic and paternal, disciplinary associations, drawing blood in a 

gesture for freedom of choice, of empowerment and of control over the painfully and indelibly 

scarred self. Tattoos were yet to be absorbed into the amorphous mainstream as prestige objects 

of desire and consumption and, could not then be removed, except by skin graft.

By the beginning of the 1980s, emptying itself of traditional content, international Pop 

culture began to coalesce seamlessly with the accelerating global systems of commercial 

exchange and consumerism. While the mainstream eschewed traditional forms of ritual 

participation or ceremonial acknowledgement, opting for the idealized, new looks and sounds 

offered by technologies claiming to represent success and happiness, the tattoo remained an 

essentially taboo sign for an aesthetically and affective closed community of people. Rose 

Tattoo did not then represent a threat so much as a warning of unprecedented and profound 

fissures about to reconfigure social codes and meanings by and for the purposes of maintaining 

power relations. Writing in 1977, Jaques Attali pointed out that

“... popular music is no longer hierarchically organized according to class.

It is the same at the top and the bottom of the social scale, because the 

media have considerably reduced the time it takes for a success to penetrate
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socially and geographically, as well as reducing its life span. In the popular 

dances and nightclubs of the world’s capitals, it is increasingly the same 

music that is heard, and the same dances danced. But it is no longer the 

case, as it was in the Middle Ages, that inspiration flows from the people to 

the courts; instead, the markets that the industrial apparatus addresses are 

becoming uniform.”49

The subsequent commercial exploitation of tattoos by the music, fashion and movie 

industries perhaps represents the conservative and corporate appropriation of vernacular 

expression as ‘exotic’ cultural practice in order to pacify signs of difference within a society in 

perceived danger of invasion by ‘others’ far more threatening than petty criminals or musicians 

like Rose Tattoo and their fans. On the other hand, the popularization of tattoos may perhaps be 

read as a sexy fertilization of official culture by the creative forms of unofficial culture and 

carnivalesque intent, but that reading ultimately contradicts the consistent refusal of the 

military/industrial complex for broad, immaterial, cultural change and the material influence of 

neo-conservative investment on global capitalist production.50

Opinion and practice among tattooists began to adjust and change in the 1980s for too 

many reasons to examine here. However, commercial strategies instigated from the 80s to the 

early twenty-first century, introduced amended social relations and new commercial 

technologies, accompanied by transforming linguistic codes engendering imaginary concepts, 

such as ‘purchasing power’, for example, that allowed people to construct illusions of equity 

and control, while falling into debt. The simultaneous absorption of tattoos by this socio

economic revolution rendered their production and acquisition equivalent to the purchase of all 

other signs as signs such as brand name logos - as ersatz assertions for the ‘private’ individual- 

accompanied by the widespread homogenisation of international popular, consumer culture.

The new demand for celebrity fashion filled the coffers of the tattoo parlours with 

unexpected revenue from female as well as male customers in record numbers. This 

unprecedented transference of the personality into the commodity and the positing of desire 

within the object itself - re-configured the marketplace, promoted and protected ironically by 

new anti-discrimination and equal opportunity laws, as financial credit for women and men was 

extended identically. Thus, the acquisition and distribution of tattoos is verification of the 

reliability of Baudrillard’s social theory of simulacra and simulation. Choosing to display the 

permanent mark of a tattoo now represents the sign of a sign of immediate personality 

gratification and social identification within the codified parameters of any available brand of 

representation for corporately constructed subjectivities - such as the ‘Rock Star’. As Scott 

McQuire points out, “Representation is no longer shaped to fit what is real; instead, the world is
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called on to live up to its images.” 51 Part of the aim of Rock’n’roll Outlaw is to explicate this 

historical, aesthetic shift and relate it directly and ironically to Rose Tattoo's original project.

Angry Anderson, Peter Wells, Ian Rilen and Digger Royall worked the live music circuit 

nationally with various rock and pop bands over a period of at least ten years before they came 

together with Mick Cocks under the Rose Tattoo banner in 1976. When they did so, it was as 

unapologetic champions of the low end of the Australian marketplace. Then, tattoo and body 

modification as cultural practices were typically transgressive practices and located in 

developing urban areas close to the port cities and the working class suburbs that serviced them 

at the bottom of the official cultural hierarchy. To quote Peter Wells, Rose Tattoo record sales 

were not the result of organized publicity and marketing campaigns:

“People talk about a glass ceiling, but for us, there was no bloody glass 

ceiling because we didn’t follow any rules...you know? Back then...on the 

black market, some boy in Leipzig or East Berlin would get hold of a record 

and (laughs) scratch a tattoo on his arm and (laughs) it [Rose Tattoo] would 

be off again! ... You can’t stop that.”52

Further to this idea, Angry Anderson made this comment,

“See if people were writing about us as, you know... blah blah blah here’s 

the future of rock’n’roll... and so on ...well that was before we even got 

there! [To Europe] So it was someone else’s view ...coz we weren’t writing 

our own publicity.. .you know what I’m sayin’? ... It wasn’t our fault.”53 

The fact that Rose Tattoo was not busy “writing our own publicity”, nor engaging anyone to do 

the same, speaks of the unofficial network of exchange then operating internationally between 

rock music audiences and performers. The documentary includes this detail to explain how Rose 

Tattoo remained as champions to their audience by virtue of good-humoured defiance and 

mutual determination in subverting the marketing strategies of a local industry of music that 

could not stop the unofficial appreciation for Rose Tattoo as a rare sonic manifestation of the 

anonymous crowd. Their initial success was due to enthusiasm on the proverbial, unofficial 

grapevine.

In late 70s Australia, the combination of shifting ideological parameters within stable 

physical locations enabled a social life where Rose Tattoo could emerge to reveal some of the 

carnivalesque outcomes of the World War II Baby Boom/4 Known disparagingly as Westies 

and Wogs, the heteroglossia of hybrid languages, ambivalent behaviours and coarse humour of 

the carnivalesque culture of the people remained essentially unrepresented by mainstream 

media in Australia. There were notable theatrical approximations in ‘Bazza’, the harmless
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yobbo in “The Adventures of Barry McKenzie” ’ and Sydney’s Paul Hogan or Melbourne’s Joe 

Dolce as a self-deprecating pair of clowns.

Rose Tattoo backstage, 1982.

Not until the 1990s, coincidentally during the first Rose Tattoo revival tour, did the 

erstwhile purposeful and sober culture of the non-aspirational crowd eventually appear 

commercially and repetitively diluted by the international corporate fashion, movie and music 

industries. Identified in Britain as ‘Cool Britannia’ and the ‘New Laddism’ and in America as 

‘Bad Boy Chic’ and ‘Grunge’, tattoos and the idioms of working class and social and economic 

alienation were glamorised - packaged and sold off to middle class consumers in lieu of 

“genuine engagement and cultural reformation.”55 Permitted for sale and widespread 

consumption, these manifestations of outsider chic ultimately terminate in commercial 

multiplicity - like so many reflections in a mirror ball - atomised by a process of repetitive 

simulation that is the standard delivery of contemporary mainstream popular culture. To quote 

Lauren Langman, “This colonization of the consciousness by the culture industry, mediated 

through the body, has led to an erosion of political communities and a waning of critical 

reason.” 56

Hence, tattoos and rock music became superficial signs thematically regurgitated, re

packaged and re-presented in the contemporary marketplace as signs of signs of memories of 

carnival and resistance. The general cultural effect of the deployment of infinite electronic

“The Adventures of Barry McKenzie.” Australian film directed by Bruce Beresford. 1972
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simulations of these erstwhile contingent and vernacular spaces, debases the living practices of 

a people’s carnivalesque power, thus to neutralize their revolutionary interventions and affects.

Integrated now as mainstream global ephemera, the tattooed body in rock music is empty 

of carnivalesque power, once a declaration and warning of collective discontent and possible 

disobedience and subversion. ‘Difference’ in the service of the homogenizing imperatives of 

global economies, is merely the hyper real mark of a purchased experience, legitimated by a 

simple commodity exchange as a desultory agreement with the pacifying mechanisms of power 

as they define the limits for expressions of resistance within the framework of accepted social 

tensions.

Writing in France in 1977, Jaques Attali theorised a precise formula for the non-violent 

but ubiquitous installation of civic obedience and political silence throughout the free world by 

harnessing the essence of music:

“Today, repetitive distribution plays the same role for noise that the press 

played for discourse. It has become a means of isolating, of preventing 

direct, localized, anecdotal, nonrepeatable communication, and of 

organizing the monologue of great organizations. One must then no longer 

look for the political role of music in what it conveys, in its melodies or 

discourses, but in its very existence.” 7

Rose Tattoo's music was the sound of realization and defiance in response to that increasing 

threat of control. As Peter Wells observed, soon after Rose Tattoo began public performances, 

their unusual sonic and rhythmic approach defied standard Pop industry categorization and until 

the widespread use of the word “Punk” to classify music, “People didn’t know how to take us. 

They didn’t know what was going on...It was a lot easier for people to accept it when Punk 

came along; you know...they could put you in a category.”58

For white people in 1970s Australia, there was then no legitimate profitable domestic 

government or corporate intervention in the assimilation or commodification of ethnicities into 

so-called ‘Australian values’. The sound of local voices and their varied accents and abuses, 

arguments and agreements were expressed and discerned in the street, in the marketplace and in 

the free public domain. The confluence of the mores emerging from the quotidian practices of 

people in places such as Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth were the unpredictable results 

of social experiments with other audible ways of being: their similarities and their differences 

constantly overlapped, adding some piquancy to established customs, and surprise to the social 

standards of the day. Noise was part of the neighbourhood.
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The stridency of the volume at which Australian bands played, such as Billy Thorpe and 

the Aztecs, Band of Light, Buffalo, Buster Brown, ACDC, Lobby Loyde and The Coloured Balls 

and Rose Tattoo was perhaps equivalent to the openness of the public exchange of difference in 

opinion and changing practice in the wider community. For example, simultaneously, the ideas 

of Feminism were then merely a controversial and incredible chance. In Australian Federal 

politics, some key decisions taken by Minister Jim Cairns 59 are perhaps emblematic of these 

ideas of social change in particular. His controversial political presence in the Australian 

mainstream coincided with the reflexive and eventful collisions of culture occurring 

everywhere, in the ordinary, generally peaceful but lively day-to-day circumstances in which 

speaking subjects furthered themselves and in which Rose Tattoo began its practice.

Anecdotally, in those days, as a precocious child, teaching my own primary school 

classmates to read and write in English, there was no recommendation or acknowledgement of 

any authorized, bureaucratic programme or official code of conduct to include or encourage 

migrant children into the cultural milieu. Cultural exchange in the white Australian marketplace 

was then deeply reliant on the stamina and agility of migrants to make the most of unofficial 

conditions, where the free and open exchange of independent initiative and goodwill might 

prevail. As Bakhtin points out, it is from those noisy circumstances - the dialogics of ordinary 

people in the marketplace - that the mores and customs of civic freedom are eventually 

established.

In the early part of Rock’n’roll Outlaw, various references band members make to the 

influence of imported music - especially by American and English blues recordings, speak of 

the influence on musical interpretation and production of those sounds at the time. During their 

interviews, the band members invariably spoke of their own ethnic backgrounds as relevant to 

their desire to play music. To quote Jacques Attali, for these subjects, the sound of rock'n'roll 

music related to a process of creative invention:

“Inventing new codes, inventing the message at the same time as the 

language. Playing for one’s own pleasure, which alone can create the 

conditions for new communication.” 60

Within the framework of Rock’n’roll Outlaw, these anecdotes served to construct an 

‘entrance’ into the narrative structure of the documentary for me as editor. Stories of their 

adolescent domestic arrangements situated the players at a moment in historical time when 

rock’n'roll was a social outlet for violence, and an avenue of expression offering a pivotal 

strategy for negotiating the cultural impasse of passivity, conformism and repetition that is the 

antithesis of carnival. It was that free process of invention and its sound that stimulated the 

members of Rose Tattoo as individuals to make their way in seizing the trajectory of their own
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lives - to be tattooed, to become musicians. Rabelais and Bakhtin both explored through their 

work the intrinsic links to freedom through carnivalesque concepts in thought, in speech and in 

the creative movement and mobilisation of all forms of human communication available to 

them. Their works both insisted on establishing and returning to specific references in classical 

antiquity in order to situate their ideas within an epic framework of Western culture. During the 

production, it was important for me to remember the proof of recurrent themes throughout 

history and the carnivalesque principles underpinning those patterns and this work. 

Foregrounding the Rabelasian nature of Rose Tattoo's, enterprise, musicians toured the 

Australian continent enjoying a widespread currency of carnivalesque adventure and romance 

that underpins the diegesis of Rock’n’Roll Outlaw.

“Thus there was nobody, however sad, cross, sour or melancholy he 

might be - no, not even if he were another Heraclitus the Weeper - 

who was not filled with fresh joy, and whose spleen did not yield to 

laughter when he saw this noble fleet of ships with their devices.

Their was no one who did not exclaim that the travellers were all 

worthy boozers, and who did not feel prophetically certain that the 

journey out, as well as the journey home, would be performed in 

health and happiness.”
- Rabelais, Book IV, Chapter 1.

In 1975, Peter Wells first met Angry Anderson at a gig in Perth. In those days, it was 

central to the burgeoning live music culture that members of travelling bands met on the long 

distances between engagements on the road. Between Sydney and Perth, for musicians, a 

chance meeting was a vertiginous experience that only added to the pleasure of the freedom of 

life on the road. In daylight, one sees only uninterrupted space between the car and the red rim 

of the horizon curving into blue infinite sky. At night, neither up nor down, but total darkness 

beyond the headlights. Out in the middle of nowhere, grown men were known to crawl on all 

fours in the engulfing red dust, so disoriented were they by the absence of perpendicular 

markers. Official ‘desert tourism’ was non-existent in the 1970s and the occasion of a ‘rest stop’ 

was usually makeshift at best. Most of the desert highway was then an unsealed, red dirt track. 

It took 3 to 4 days to drive across the continent non-stop, usually in chemically altered states of 

consciousness and it was not a journey for the faint-hearted.

On the east coast, the Hume Highway connected the low-end entertainers of Sydney and 

Melbourne via the good-humoured billingsgate61 and gossip in petrol stations, milk bars, 

Chinese restaurants and pubs, in towns like Goulburn, Yass, Tarcutta, Albury-Wodonga,
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Wangaratta, Euroa, and Seymour where the performance of music by rock and pop bands 

provided regular daily work for travelling musicians.

Known as the ‘Deadly Hume’, this busiest and most dangerous route between Sydney and 

Melbourne was a narrow highway, usually with unmarked lanes going in opposite directions on 

the same uneven strip of shoulder-less bitumen for nearly 1000 kilometres. Without regular 

‘road houses’ and unlit for hundreds of miles, fatalities were an unavoidable risk and something 

of an occupational hazard. Speaking of his experiences on this road, Peter Wells remembered 

the anxious excitement and the immanent dangers saying,

“ It was a big adventure, but the odds got worse every time we made it home.” 62

Fuelled by arbitrary combinations of drugs, smokes, drinks and speeds, these routine road 

trips were a wild ride, as exhausting as they were exhilarating. Under those circumstances, it 

took about 14 hours of teeth grinding determination to drive from Sydney to Melbourne with 

the pedal to the metal. Usually, gigs in country towns such as those I mentioned before, broke 

the journey. Country folk, then living in spectacular prosperity by today’s standards, were 

enjoying the traditions of full employment and economic growth bequeathed by the locally 

owned pastoral industries. They spent a lot of their hard earned money at local pubs where the 

profits overflowed from their wallets to the travelling bands. Changes to that ludic tradition 

were on the way by the late 70s - at the end of the era when Australia’s wealth came ‘from the 

sheep’s back’.

Regional towns in the late 70s could still afford plenty of entertainment, but they made a 

conservative and volatile audience, ill prepared for the radical economic machinations 

underway. In those days, regular brawls at the pub were an overt part of a culture of elective 

violence. Police intervention was arbitrary, depending on who was involved. The widespread 

frequency and acceptance of ferocious, drunken behaviour and the readiness of the community 

to accept and absorb it now seems remarkable. Peter Wells remembered playing in those 

country hotels, when the extent of drunken chaos spread regularly from the crowded pub into 

the street. When and if the police turned up, they locked themselves behind closed doors in the 

public bar, waiting for the locals to sort it out and disperse. These outbursts of public violence 

were regular and unmediated except by alcohol. Security personnel - bouncers, bodyguards and 

private protection agencies did not then exist in ordinary circumstances. Peter recalled playing 

in the Riverina:

“Shearers were the worst. Every single gig there’d be a fight. We’d get 

there on Friday or Saturday night and they’d be so fuckin’ pissed... They 

hated us before we even started...(laughs) But we came on like tough guys 

too, so they had to show us how tough they were...(laughs) I remember
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there’d always be some guy’d start by throwing some shit on stage or 

Angry’d get hit in the head and it’d be fuckin’ on for young and old. We’d 

hit ‘em with mic. stands and guitars and they’d chuck bottles and chairs...

It was always a shit fight in the early days...”63

Life for musicians on the road was then based on a constant, unofficial and independent 

economy - a volatile, carnivalesque system of ‘under-the-counter’ cash and a ‘black market’ 

goods exchange that sustained widespread freedom of movement and the genuine material 

autonomy necessary for devising and playing rock’n’roll music as an independent form.

In those days, preventing the spread of the fruit-fly pest across state lines seemed to be 

the main priority for border guards between New South Wales and Victoria. One night, driving 

from Sydney to Melbourne, a carload of musicians were speeding along the Hume Highway 

with a stash of various banned substances on board, aiming get to the next Rose Tattoo gig in 

high spirits. Just after dawn, border patrol officers pulled them over by at the Albury-Wodonga 

weigh station and asked if they had possession of any fruit. For musicians trading everything 

from band-aids to bass amps, the unofficial marketplace sometimes also offered an opportunity 

for comic relief after the trials and turmoils of the volatile ‘one-night-stand’.

Rose Tattoo on stage at ‘Bananas’ in Melbourne, 1978. Photograph by Liz Reed

As a rule for the majority of white citizens, the standard of living and extent of personal 

freedom in Australia in the late 1970s, by contemporary measures, is startling in its scope and 

abundance. The ‘overnighters’ or continuous driving without rest between gigs was standard 

work practice for many regular travellers, musicians and truckies alike.64 Random breath testing 

for blood alcohol content of drivers did not then exist and the use of seat belts was not
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compulsory. There were no criminal penalties for speeding unless the consequences were grave 

enough to warrant prosecution. Warrants for individuals were not automatically traceable across 

state lines. In everyday circumstances, for domestic transactions for example, people were taken 

at their word: there was no requirement for proof of identity to get a menial job, open a bank 

account, sign a tenancy agreement, purchase a car or have a telephone connected.

In 1976 a terrace house in Barcom Avenue, in Kings Cross became the unofficial home to 

Rose Tattoo. The band used a nearby phone booth as its office because in those days calls could 

come in, as well as go out. Between late ‘76 and the end of ’78 it was at this house that the 

material for the first, self-titled Rose Tattoo album developed and was rehearsed in the front 

room, lined with old mattresses for sound proofing. Peter said, “We got together practically 

every day for two years.”6'-1 This arrangement was spontaneous, unofficial and independent, as 

there was no bureaucratic infrastructure in place to supervise the production of rock'n'roll music 

by government or business agencies of employment, education or training.

The intense festive and creative activity in the band-house aroused the curiosity and 

enthusiasm of assorted friends and neighbours, roadies, groupies, dealers and fellow travellers. 

The subsequent commotion eventually drew the attention of the police. In one incident, while 

rehearsing the new material at night, a squad of six detectives bursting into the room with guns 

drawn stopped the play. Peter Wells remembered:

“...the cops didn’t like us. They thought we were up to something and 

they couldn’t work it out...they were always hassling us...turning up at gigs 

for the hell of it...just to bad vibe everybody... cause we didn’t need ‘em and 

we didn’t look like ‘em! They didn’t like us, I think because we didn’t hide 

being drunken louts and they resented that...it was like we were competing 

with them or something...”66

In the documentary, there appears an edited version of Ian Rilen’s memory of a similar incident: 

“We were rehearsing and these cops burst in, pissed and shaking...you could 

smell the grog on ‘em...and they said, “So ya play music do ya?” and I said,

“Yeah! We can do the policeman’s ball if you like!” (laughs) Well I got a 

smack in the head for that! Then one bloke pointed his gun at me and yelled,

“Don’t move, or I’ll waste ya!” and I couldn’t believe it! Like something 

straight off TV...like Starsky and Hutch or somethin’...we just went...

(putting his hands up)...DANG!!”67
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Kings Cross, in those days, was an actual and virtual crossroads of unofficial culture in which 

everybody was a participant. To quote Bakhtin:

“It] was a world in itself, a world which was one; all ‘performances’ in this 

area, from loud cursing to the organized show, had something in common 

and were imbued with the same atmosphere of freedom, frankness and 

familiarity.” 68

The musicians, dancers, pimps, prostitutes and police, the bouncers and business men, the 

visiting bucks’ parties and local drag queens, the football teams, taxi loads of suburban couples, 

dinner shows at Les Girls and the generation of youngsters from in and around the city... 

Everybody cashed up and at liberty to spend time and money in the famous red-light district 

without fears of credit card debt, electronic surveillance, sniffer dogs or terrorist plots, however, 

in 1976, Kings Cross was still a central market place for transforming cultural affects. In the 

documentary, Rose Tattoo's artistic revival traces that thread of lived experience through former 

idiomatic spaces where these lapsed cultural practices initiated the basic principles and standard 

tropes for the subsequent representation of ‘rock style’.

Digger Royall, Pete Wells and Geordie Leach in transit, 1981.

During their interviews, the narrative description of Rose Tattoo's original independence 

emerges from the players with a nuance of good-humoured familiarity and well-practiced skill. 

The intensity of their individual emotional engagement and their necessary philosophical 

commitment illuminates their recollections with a subtext of knowledge that is the subtle and 

inimitable integration of creative sensibility working effectively within the context of embodied 

contingencies and the demands of concrete reality. The result of interviewing and recording the
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memories of Rose Tattoo's members became an accumulation of biographical fragments 

recuperating a sense of creative cultural juxtapositions, underpinned by the fusion of unofficial 

and official behaviours and characterized by the noise and social freedom of an ethos of self- 

directed and self-supporting musical and cultural experiments and survival strategies. Collected 

and diffused throughout the narrative of the film, these constitute the subjective fabric of an 

ironic history of the institutionalisation and discipline of cultural exchange, particularly of the 

independent production and practice of music, its relevance and its potential persuasive tensions 

both beyond and within official paradigms.

The musicians, being intuitively aware of this necessary duality, perform an indomitable, 

playful element in their intelligence simultaneously maintaining the endurance and influence of 

their artistic impulse and desire while participating in the formal political economy of music. 

Among others continuing to seek expression and meaning through carnivalesque forms, the 

subject of Rock’n’Roll Outlaw charts both individualized and collective evolutions of 

transgressive consciousness across international and generational boundaries covered by Rose 

Tattoo's oeuvre in order to reveal possible sites for the formation of sustainable independent 

subjectivities. They may yet exist.

The Official Spectacle: Rose Tattoo on stage at the Wacken Festival, Germany 2000.

Emerging throughout the interviews, and with conscious subjective pride in the founding 

principles of Rose Tattoo and for the changes they created in themselves, theirs was a 

deliberate, carnivalesque intention initiating transformation in the politics and poetics of Pop 

music and tattooed bodies in contemporary Australian culture. The subsequent tours in Britain 

and Europe (1981, 82, 98 - 2006) are a reflection of the commercial networking of global
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market forces moving in the wake of a collective evaluation of independent speaking subjects 

desiring the sound-energy of rock’n’roll music to enunciate and direct the violence of otherwise 

dangerously repressed carnivalesque humour and energies.

During both the interviews with Peter Wells, I used two hours of tape with few breaks 

and am ever grateful for his generosity. By nature, he was an artistic pragmatist and constantly 

engaged in his work. During the making of Rock’n’roll Outlaw, all the hours in the day were as 

clearly defined as the spokes of the retreating sun, allotted as they were to the measurements of 

pain and the timing of drugs. The vicarious experience of Peter’s illness, as part of the process 

of this work, was often one of dissipating intellectual structures and plans for the future and re

entering them into an abbreviated eschatological order.

Following completion of the initial interviews, the task was then to synthesize Peter’s 

memories of founding Rose Tattoo with contemporary live performance footage and the 

perspectives of the other members of the band. The details of their aesthetic response to the 

prevailing white Australian Pop consciousness of the day through the music and imagery of the 

original Rose Tattoo project revealed something of the scope and nature of the carnivalesque in 

Australian society of thirty years ago. Thus, I became interested in Rose Tattoo in terms of their 

influence, rather than their success. The terms of their aesthetic impact can perhaps be gauged 

by the continuing attendance of audiences at their on-going performances at concerts, festivals 

and nightclubs through out the world. The documentary, Rock’nRoll Outlaw explicates 

examples of these events throughout the diegesis.

The staging, recording and representation of these festival and large scale performances 

leads to the question of whether these performances now represent the gestures of empty 

spectacle or whether genuine passionate engagement with freedom of expression is possible in 

the brief, chaperoned moments made available to contemporary audiences by those wishing to 

police the carnivalesque forces of human nature. However, the challenge in exploring these 

ideas lies in the “the fact that contemporary media culture is so tightly bound to the functioning 

of capitalism that looking for other possibilities risks being seen as Utopian or naive.”69
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Chapter

3

NOISE
*

“All acts of the drama of world history were performed before a chorus of the 

laughing people. Without hearing this chorus we cannot understand the drama as
a whole.”70 

- Mikhail Bakhtin.

In this chapter, I focus on the different kinds of noise - musical and vocal, natural and 

artificial, accidental and designed - in the public sphere and in the documentary - necessary to 

generating carnivalesque identities, freedom of speech and artistic praxis. 1 speculate on why 

silence has replaced much of this noisy form of expression in contemporary culture. I will focus 

on three interviews with members of the band in particular, guitarist Rob Riley, vocalist, Angry 

Anderson and drummer Paul Demarco. I cite their interviews as examples specific to the 

purposes of this paper in examining the carnivalesque content of language and Rabelaisian 

humour, the grotesque body and music as a means of perceiving change in their individual lives 

and in Rose Tattoo's artistic project. Their separate interviews form a significant part of the 

content of the documentary bringing together both symbolic and representational fields within 

the diegesis.

In the 1970s, Rose Tattoo's music was a presage of many aspects of the culture that were 

to be excluded from the official public sounds and images of the Australian imaginary a decade 

later, during the Bi-Centennial Celebrations of 1988, acknowledging 200 years of white 

settlement. This spectacle coincided with the emerging neo-conservative agendas of 

consolidation for global capitalism and the materialistic rhetoric of ‘Greed is Good’71. It was a 

time of international economic restructuring, introducing the initial strategies of state and 

corporate agendas for the purposes of globalisation.72

During these machinations, Brisbane held the ‘World Expo’ in 1988 spruiking an official, 

but deceptive slogan: ‘Leisure in the Age of Technology’. At the same time, the Australian Bi

Centennial Celebrations - unofficially dubbed ‘Masturbation of a Nation’73- rejected Peter Wells 

for work as a musician at both events for wearing earrings and being tattooed. Angry Anderson,
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legitimised by his role on commercial television in that era, accepted the job of performing a 

tribute to Johnny O’Keefe, in long sleeves, at the Entertainment Centre in Sydney, as part of the 

closing ceremony of the Bi-Centennial year. Though these opposing experiences may appear to 

be unrelated, they illustrate the mainstream social events that staged the incorporation and 

cannibalism of marginal and carnivalesque cultural practices as an official contemporary diet of 

spectacular, orderly cultural representations. Between 1984 and 1993, Angry Anderson 

embarked on a successful celebrity career in the mainstream media, while Rose Tattoo's early 

recordings stayed underground.

In the context of the documentary, I deliberately neglected this period of the history of 

Rose Tattoo as all the original members of the band went their separate ways. Rose Tattoo was 

during that period, used as a name to present Angry Anderson’s individual career within the 

official, commercial parameters of the show business industry. The other members of the band 

spent their time pursuing other work as musicians. Due to the contingencies of Peter Wells’ 

illness, the documentary evolved as a story specific to his direct involvement in the band. The 

documentary makes mention of the period from 1984 to 1993 in a brief sequence of interview 

footage with guitarist Mick Cocks and Ian Rilen, and is mentioned by Geordie Leach and Peter 

Wells, and laughed off by Angry Anderson, when he says, referring to his mainstream media 
career,

“Yeah, some people might even describe it as unhealthy...(laughs) But you 

know, there was a time there, in the period of time we spent apart, when I 

thought, no, there’s no way I’m going back [to Rose Tattoo]!”74

The sequence connecting the narrative gap to the rest of the diegesis in the documentary, 

I filmed in darkness from the interior of a moving vehicle, driving along the outskirts of 

Melbourne at four o’clock in the morning. In the documentary, the limbo of the navy-blue night 

sky rolls out in slow motion, at half speed beyond the glow of golden lights of the empty 

freeway. Peter’s voice-over describes his point of view during that period saying,

“I think it was about 1983 to about 1993, yeah about ten years or so...They 

were the lost years for Rose Tattoo...” 75

During that period, the music recorded on the first three Rose Tattoo albums had dropped 

almost completely from public and commercial broadcast into the obscurity of private listening 

by individuals, where it has remained, with a few notable exceptions including community radio 

airplay.76

Between 1977 and 1983, Rose Tattoo did not record music to furnish the idealized 

atmosphere of contemporary society on commercial radio or television or in the supermarket or
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elevator. Rose Tattoo’s music remained absent from the play lists of the commercial world, and 

did not participate by its audible presence in influencing and persuading, nor in creating and 

maintaining the collective mood, attitude and emotional state of impassive social relations 

intrinsic to compliant consumerism. Rose Tattoo's, tone and intentions contained the unsettling 

frequencies of a culture grown outside the quiet institutions of air -conditioned power, in the 

noise and sweat of the marketplace. As Jacques Attali points out:

“Power in its invading, deafening presence can be calm: people no longer 

talk to one another. They speak neither of themselves nor of power. They 

hear the noises of the commodities into which their imaginary is collectively 

channelled, where their dreams for sociality and need for transcendence 

dwell. The musical ideal then almost becomes an ideal of health: quality, 

purity, the elimination of noises; silencing drives, deodorizing the body, 

emptying it of its needs, and reducing it to silence.” 77

Angry Anderson with Rose Tattoo at the Annandale Hotel, 2003.

Whether at shopping malls and public transport stations, sporting events and even on the 

telephone, the presence of recorded information and the use of music designed to divert any 

form of festive communication asserts an ambience of control. The audio/visual broadcast of 

music and recorded information can be experienced almost everywhere, overlapping and 

undermining conversation, insinuating an unrelenting presence of disembodied authority. In the
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case of delivery by earpieces, music serves to cut the listener off from the presence of others, 

discouraging dialogue with a plainly isolated headspace. In the context of Rock’n’Roll Outlaw, 

I present Rose Tattoo as a performative artefact in remembrance of the public, audible body, 

open and receptive to the unplanned encounter with others, and uncensored by surveillance.

In 2003, it was time to make some noise again and arrangements for Rose Tattoo rehearsals 

were underway as the first interviews with Peter went to tape. Eventually, the temporal order in 

which the interviews took place bore no resemblance to the narrative flow of the diegesis. As I 

mentioned, it was not easy to organize all the members of the band to be in the same place at the 

same time. They had other priorities and guitarist Rob Riley lived inter-state in suburban 

Adelaide. Performance dates scheduled in Sydney and Melbourne were set for the last weekend 

of July. Rehearsals eventually took place on the Monday 21st and Tuesday 22nd July at the 

Stage-door studios in Alexandria.

Peter suggested filming the rehearsals. The opportunity was a challenge to my objectives 

and proficiency, as well as a practical test of whether the band members could handle being the 

object of my camera’s gaze, or not. I was surprised at the invitation because Rose Tattoo 

rehearsals were always held in private, as a ritual re-bonding for the band members and a few 

essential road crew: strictly no visitors. I accepted the invitation, as it was an unprecedented 

chance to practice recording techniques with the camera and to make a start. At that stage, 

filming the band had nothing to do with recording ‘reality’, but was more to do with bearing 

witness. I had to differentiate between techniques of informing and evoking with the camera, so 

there were practical artistic and perceptual questions to work on with my relationship to the 

recording technology and the members of the band. It was also the only obvious chance to 

interview ‘Rockin’Rob Riley’.

In the previous weeks, Angry, along with other members of the band, had wavered in 

their interest to participate in being filmed. Their antagonism to the documentary idea had 

grown imperceptibly and coincided with the realization that Peter was not going to recover and 

life was not going to return to fun and games as usual. The extensive implications of Peter’s 

protracted illness upset everyone’s assumptions for the future. One night in Newcastle, Angry 

confronted me with a question summarizing the collective mood: “At university there’s always 

a theory isn’t there? (pause) So Lucy, what’s your fuckin’ theory?” He did not wait for my 

answer but left the room, eyes askance.

I was aware and often reminded of the incongruity of the conceptual aim of my project: to 

document and produce Rose Tattoo as a demonstrably influential and therefore historically 

official cultural artefact. Defying early signs of conflict by maintaining a deadpan face, I knew 

as the established order of things changed, as Peter’s health declined, there would be unusual 

emotional intensities in the process of adjustment we all had to make. I did not seek to impose a
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new sense of authority nor a dominating role. I had no desire to undermine the perception (or 

fact) of Angry’s leadership. I was always mindful of being a guest - working on their time and 

in their territory, especially while I filmed in the band’s dressing rooms. In the course of making 

the documentary over four years, no one ever asked me to turn off the camera. I hoped the cold 

mood was temporary and turned attention to my own motivations and ideas.

Even though I was looking forward to travelling with them, I was aware that the 

requirements for the success of the documentary had to echo the requirements of the band for 

their successful performances. Perceptually, it was important for me to maintain a ready 

distance. Rather than trying to impose a script and shooting schedule, my activity with the 

camera would respond to their call for appropriate occasions. Thus, a modality of creative 

action opened up through intuition, and the opportunity to record the music of Rose Tattoo as a 

release of focused violence became possible. Just having permission to film the performances 

was latitude enough for me to feel that opportunities would present themselves to extend my 

camera work into the realms of the evocation of affect. Expecting free time to be set aside for 

interviews before or after gigs was unprecedented and maybe unnecessary.

I took nothing into the rehearsal studio but a hand-held camera and stayed low, in a corner 

of the room, shooting continuously. The sound quality was good because the room was small 

and the musicians played in tune through a P.A., but the lighting was very poor. No one seemed 

to mind my being there and although I did not use any of this rehearsal footage in the 

documentary, I recorded five hours of tape, during which time the band constantly and 

graciously ignored me. Being in that situation gave me breathing space, where, as I said, there 

was time to concentrate on differentiating between what I was doing and how I was doing it: 

practicing camera techniques and rehearsing shots and angles as well as developing a sense of 

my space in relation to the band members at work. I would later remember and use these 

strategies while shooting in the clubs and pubs during Rose Tattoo performances, where I 

learned to restrict my movements with the camera so that I shared the performance space as 

inconspicuously as possible.

Following the first two-hour session at rehearsals, the band took a break. The rehearsal 

building, the size of an aircraft hangar, is a huge warehouse set back in a concrete industrial 

park with lots of unavoidable back ground noise. My hope was to film Rob’s interview. Inside 

the studio complex, in a small annex next to the front office, I set up a tripod. Of course, it was 

a mistake to think the noise was insignificant and caused some considerable technical 

difficulties during post-production, but at the time, I was completely inexperienced in recording 

interviews and I did not know Rob well. If he disliked doing the interview, it would be a fall 

from grace for me and disastrous for the future of the whole project. I felt somehow, the 

interview with Rob Riley was the test of faith for the whole band.
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While I set up the camera, Peter asked Rob to participate in the interview with me, as a 

favour to him. Rob met the request with mild surprise, because it would interfere with his free 

time, but he agreed. At this stage Peter’s cancer treatment was underway, and while we were 

expecting good news everybody naturally felt apprehensive so they guarded their feelings 

sternly. There was some caginess in their attitude that made me realize I did not have their full 

acceptance or understanding about the making of a documentary. I was apprehensive but 

determined to overcome their misgivings by making it clear from the beginning that I was not 

aiming to manipulate anything for the cameras, especially not a demonstration of anyone’s 

emotional nadir. Once again, I realized my practice came down to working on a way to 

communicate with my subjects and the equipment in tandem so to extend a sense of ease to my 

interviewee while differentiating between practical techniques of informing and evoking.

Rob came into the room eating a stack of toasted sandwiches and looked around asking 

me, “What do you want me to do Luce?” Of course, it was a rhetorical question, posed in 

defence of this inconvenience caused him in the usual course of the afternoon’s routine. I told 

him I wanted to interview him about Rose Tattoo for a documentary about Rose Tattoo. Rob sat 

down heavily in the chair opposite the camera, so I was relieved at not having to move the 

camera, or to ask him to move again. Off stage, Rob Riley might be a very surly, slow moving 

individual, and with little patience for blokes, let alone sheilas at university. His gargantuan 

appetite and the remarkable bulk of his own body seemed to be immaterial when he was playing 

music, but there was a hint of exasperation under ordinary circumstances in manoeuvring 

through the mundane world. He rankled.

I checked the focus in the lens and thanked him for coming to the interview. He asked me 

for a cigarette. Not having any on hand, I rushed off to find one. Sucking on the smoke 

luxuriantly, he then asked me to get him a drink, which I did. Once Rob was smoking and 

drinking he seemed to relax, but not enough for me to feel comfortable about getting in behind 

his chair to remove the objects that were in shot: a bright yellow hard-hat, a scrubbing brush and 

a soft drink sign. These remain as proof of my inexperience and lack of confidence in taking 

control of the environment during that interview. Rockin’Rob imbibed theatrically, while I tried 

to look like I knew what I was doing, wondering urgently how to improve his mood, as he 

crackled in the chair like a burnt offering. I knew I had to think fast, and as I switched the 

camera to record, it came to me in a flash to ask him to talk about himself. What follows here is 

a transcription of excerpts of the interview I recorded with Rob Riley on the 21st July 2003.

I asked, “What’s your earliest musical memory?”

Rob looked at me, unable to hear, cupping his hand up to his ear, as he often did. I repeated the 

question. He rolled back his head, smiling, his eyes widening as he remembered his childhood.

“I was seven...Ha haa! 1 was seven years old...”
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He told me about the nights he spent with his father in a backroom in the family home in 

Melbourne in the 1960s. How he and his dad used to listen to the radio and build crystal sets 

together. There was no television. They loved the Boxing and listening to the commentaries on 

the local matches. Rob remembered his favourite song, “I Want to Thankyou for Just Being 

You” which was sung by Australian boxing legend, Lionel Rose.

Rockin Rob Riley’s interview. Background objects in view.

“Lionel was my hero, you know?” Rob hummed a few bars, singing, “I 

want to thank you for just being you...” chuckling at the memory.

“I just loved country music, you know. Still do.”

Rob said there was a guitar on that song that was a pedal-steel guitar:

“The sound of that guitar really flicked my switch, you know?”

That was the beginning of Rob’s life with music. His mother bought the Lionel Rose record for 

her son and he told her he “wanted to learn to play that”. No one in the household knew what 

the guitar was, or what it was called, so his mother made some inquiries, discovering the pedal- 

steel guitar and finding a local teacher. The rest of Rob’s life journey is the trace of his desire to 

play music. It was the only possible challenge to the social order, disrupting the available modes 

of communication with the opportunity to create the noise of his choice, without resorting to an 

indiscriminate life of chance. Rob remembered,

“In those days, people didn’t play music...well blokes didn’t, you know? It 

was sorta considered a bit sissy or something...! dunno (laughs). We [he and
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his mother] sorta kept the guitar lessons a bit quiet, you know? Well me 

dad...I dunno if he knew or not...but I kept playin’ away in me bedroom, 

practicin’ you know? (laughs) And then, as you get older... you find some 

like minded young blokes...one here and one there, from another school, 

you know? And you put the band together... (laughs)”

Rob was pleased to remember and talk about his childhood and teenage years in bands. It was 

then easy for him to segue into the story of his relationship with the rhizome that is Rose Tattoo. 

His tale was a torrent of Rabelaisian hyperbole. I saw emerging, slowly and with the deepest 

ambivalence the beginnings of a story evoking a cultural past and a new perspective for Rob on 

his own experience. While telling his version of the story in an informal context, Rob saved the 

most exaggerated terms of abuse for his comments on the deficiencies of management 

companies and booking agents as well as his fellow musicians. These comments made directly 

to me, in consideration of my being exterior to the institutions of the media and the usual sites 

of industry conflict. They were not included in the documentary for legal reasons, but they 

highlighted Rob’s resentment of official restrictions on his personal and creative time- that is 

time spent playing rock’n’roll music, the creative use of unofficial time. All this was counter

balanced with sober praise and deep respect for his old friend, Digger (Dallas Royall), the first 

drummer for Rose Tattoo. When he spoke of their friendship Rob spoke with tears,

“Digger was a beautiful, soft, gentle guy and I miss him...we all miss 

him...yeah...very sad...The old Spanish dancer got him too...but we know 

all about that and we don’t want to go into that now...”

Rob Riley and Angry Anderson rock on. Sydney Stadium, 2004.
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Within the text of Rock’nRoll Outlaw, the enduring connections between the members of 

the band, and their deep sense of respect for each other as musicians, formed the most 

fascinating dimensions of their group dynamic. I wanted to trace this hidden seam of emotional 

history in order to make a documentary that dignified each person and the strength of their 

personalities within the brotherhood of the band. Mutual respect and artistic commitment forged 

their shared, long-standing contribution to contemporary culture. I wanted to listen to their 

previously untold memories. I believed their true colours would emerge as a matter of course as 

long as with the documentary project continued in good faith.

I realized that by asking for their earliest musical memories, the musicians could relax 

and find an easy thread to retrieve their memories back to the original joy that inspired the paths 

they cut towards their adult lives. For Rob to continue, I asked about his first tattoo. He showed 

me the faded mark on his shoulder. He got this tattoo at the age of fifteen and in keeping with 

his sense of humour, it is an old design designating a trickster and a gambler and depicting a 

three-dollar [$3] bill - an old carnival trope.

Rob laughed:

“...but in those days nobody got tattooed either...I was one of the first ones 

[in his neighbourhood] to get tattooed and in those days musicians were 

definitely not tattooed. It was a big taboo.”

These were the happy memories that drew on Rob’s naturally garrulous personality. 

‘Rockin’ Rob clearly enjoyed telling the story of his later career, and indeed, his current career 

as a professional player - which, if separated from the context of remembering, was a more 

layered and difficult story to tell, being embedded in the present. Approaching the past was 

easier from the perspective of a simple story of his childhood and indeed, this was to be the case 

for the rest of the band members, whose memories evoked a time when forming an identity was 

a process in the link between personal relationships and aural environments, rather than between 

visual representations and commercial choices.

Significantly, it was their individual, conscious selection of an aural environment that 

influenced their pursuit of music. Most importantly, this subjective, symbolic repertoire that the 

band members had access to, did not include categories of black and white music, but rather in 

their differentiating and choosing between the sounds and rhythms they liked. In this context, 

the appropriation of black music by white culture was irrelevant and unrelated to political issues 

of colour or race. As Angry told me during our first interview,
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“In those days there was only the radio and records... you didn’t know what 

an artist looked like unless you bought a record and there was a photo on the 

cover. Otherwise, you had no idea. There was only the radio or records.” 78

Rock’n’roll music in those days in white suburban Australia was, at best considered an 

unnecessary but interesting exception, something ‘other’ to ordinary life. Billy Thorpe summed 

up the prevailing attitudes when he sang, “I’m gonna create a disturbance in your mind”79 - a 

noise in the dialogics of power. In the late 60s and early 70s ironically, the sound of rock’n’roll, 

often colonized the spaces normally used for the choreographed routines of power: the town 

halls, church halls, Police Boy’s Clubs, school halls, gymnasiums and ‘School of Arts’ in the 

suburbs, where it was not until the late 70s that Australian pubs were issued with entertainment 

licences.80 For the founding members of Rose Tattoo, (without exception, encouraged, aided 

and abetted by their mothers), their boyhood practice became the basis for their life’s work.

Music, otherwise considered an immaterial, unmanly interest, became their way of being. 

The documentary records the fact that their lives over the course of thirty years, infused by all 

the cultural remnants of carnival time, have inspired two generations of fans and musicians, 

evoking shared desires for freedom of expression. Rob was smiling broadly as he recounted his 

misgivings during his first trip overseas to join Rose Tattoo in England in 1982. As usual, he 

was completely relaxed about embellishing his story with sound effects and gestures. He 

remembered catching the plane alone, while “shitting [his] pants”. He rolled his eyes with 

“joyful lavishness”81 as he exaggerated the extent of his bodily discomfort and produced sound 

effects to accompany the sight gags. At this stage of the conversation, Angry and Peter came 

into the room, offering pizza and beer and joining in with knowing laughter. As Bakhtin 

observed:

“Whenever men laugh and curse, particularly in a familiar environment, 

their speech is filled with bodily images. The body copulates, defecates, 

overeats, and men’s speech is flooded with genitals, bellies, defecations, 

urine, disease, noses, mouths and dismembered parts. Even when the flood is 

contained by the norms of speech, there is still an eruption of these 

images...”82

In the company of the members of Rose Tattoo and in particular, Rockin’Rob Riley’s 

physical presence and hyperbolic language, Bakhtin’s analysis of the grotesque body and 

grotesque bodily humour resonates. Surrounded by his friends Rockin’ Rob was transformed as 

a glad and gleeful giant.
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“Man’s encounter with the world in the act of eating is joyful, triumphant; he 

triumphs over the world, devours it without being devoured himself. The 

limits between man and the world are erased, to man’s advantage.”83

It seemed to me the bonds between the members of Rose Tattoo were shaped by their 

mutual participation in a meaningful and artistically creative life together. This life took place 

beyond the aims or expectations or definitions of their social origins and official cultural 

standing, which they wilfully re-defined and re-diverted by dint of their youthful secret practice 

of something that is essentially, folk music.

Months after filming this interview, backstage at the State Theatre in Sydney I rolled 

camera as Rob removed his sweaty shirt to change clothes, but the others asked him to stop so 

they could touch his body. Performing for the camera, Rob lets them feel his ‘breasts’ while 

Steve King makes a half-joking comment that “they’re bigger than my girlfriend’s”. Rob plays 

it for laughs striking a ‘strong man’ pose and spins a yarn about bumping into an old friend who 

asked him, “What’s the matter Rob? You’re fading away to a block of flats!”

Rob Riley with Rose Tattoo in the dressing room, State Theatre Sydney 2004.

In the documentary, the cultural remnants of carnival and the space for the carnivalesque 

expression of them are symptomatic of the unsettling sounds of Rose Tattoo's, music. 

Characterized by complete frankness, freedom of speech, grotesque, ambivalent bodily humour, 

the sounds of the Australian ‘pub rock’ milieu are rowdy, masking a sober seriousness 

regarding the material truth of lived experience. Accompanied by Rose Tattoo’s triumphal 

music, the ‘inclusive festive banqueting’ of drinking, eating, singing and carnivalesque laughter 

signifies a persistent and ironic humour undermining capricious power.

The scene I just described takes place in the final cut of the documentary while Peter 

comments in the voice over: “What you see is what you get.” Remarkably, these aspects of their 

artistic expression occur simultaneously with an unofficial level of respect accorded the band
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members within the everyday carnivalesque sphere and influence of Rose Tattoo's, activities on 

or off stage.

At the end of the interview with Rob Riley, I thanked him for his time as Angry walked 

around churlishly asking, “Hey! So when’re ya gonna talk to me Luce?” At that point, I was 

celebrating the small success of my first real interview as Angry dramatised the moment, trying 

to imply I snubbed him by interviewing Rob Riley in the first instance. In industry circles, 

Angry is known affectionately as “the Diva”. I made the most of this silliness by immediately 

starting the interview. Convinced I had the perfect opening question, I asked Angry to tell me 

about his earliest musical memory. As I have explained, this question became the basis for my 

script with everyone I interviewed for the documentary.

Angry managed to answer the question eventually, but not before launching into a well- 

rehearsed spin on his childhood in Coburg in suburban Melbourne, with the kind of vocal 

delivery one would expect to hear in a mainstream broadcast format, such as an American 

television ‘talk show’. The ‘Oprah Winfrey Show’ is an example. The emotional trepidation in 

his voice threatened crocodile tears that made me uneasy. Worse still, I realized it was a 

repetition of the tale he told when constructing himself as an outsider, during his ventures as a 

celebrity on commercial, daytime television. Angry’s immediate response to my camera was to 

resort to a role he had advanced as part of his career within official broadcast culture. The 

remarkable fact that while he compromised his transgressive Bad Boy position for the material 

advantages of mainstream publicity, it did not undermine or diminish the strength of his 

performative musical impact with Rose Tattoo. For my purposes, there was no currency in the 

dubious re-telling of already well-documented tales of childhood distress and neglect by 

members of the dear departed. I was interested only in untold stories of music and memory, 

where they intersect and his construction of desire.

However, Angry’s preamble represented a way for him to maintain a dominant role in the 

interview and to test my metal. He was playing for time, tricking his way into the game, so I 

deferred to his ruse, but could feel my hackles rising and luckily, Peter felt the same way, but he 

said so, being understandably impatient, “While we’re young!” Peter rolled his eyes and waved 

a dismissive hand. Angry instantly changed the tune and started talking very quickly about his 

earnest boyhood love of music.

This interview, and subsequently all interviews I undertook for the documentary, taught 

me lessons about the precarious arts of conversation and diplomacy, as well as the subtle ways 

in which the semiotics of the interview reconfigures meaning. Angry typically, would tell the 

story he wanted to tell and, in that way control his own narrative. I had to learn to cut everybody 

enough slack, so they could wander off the point, if that was their way of establishing a
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comfortable position and a point of view within the interview situation. The more I allowed 

Angry to digress, the more willing he seemed to be to participate in the documentary.

As I understood the public identity of ‘Angry’ Anderson, he maintained his prevalence 

because his development as an artist, his auto-poesis84 took shape off the radar, beyond the gaze 

of authority and control of official social formations. That is necessarily why Angry, in 

conjunction with the entity that is Rose Tattoo, continued to work as an effective cultural 

influence. In the routine organization of the band, the language and material practices of their 

internal power relations operated beyond the scope and definitions of institutional surveillance 

or accepted commercial practice and procedure.

In an interview I taped with Peter Wells on the 31st January 2004, he explained the 

longevity of the relevance of Rose Tattoo's, oeuvre, remembering that their image was anathema 

to the mainstream standards of the day. The band members emerged from the rough and tumble, 

unofficial standards of appearance for suburban males in the physical presence of each other in 

and of an economy negotiated by musical practice. Peter Wells said,

“When I first met Angry I just thought he was unusual...and an unusual 

looking person...In those days, people singing in Pop bands looked like 

Daryl Braithwaite [Sherbert] and Shirley Strachan [Skyhooks] so, he looked 

a bit different to that.”85

Later in the 2005 interview Angry maintained,

“We looked the same on stage as we did off...when were just walking 

around...so, yeah, that was really different and that was something that 

really, really worked especially with our audience.”86

As I pointed out, the band participated in society by persisting in and perpetuating a mode 

reminiscent of a carnivalesque folk culture that traverses the border where art and life overlap. 

During the first interview with Angry, he soon began to relax and respond directly to my 

questions. It seemed he was eager to say as much as he could for the record. Angry remembered 

sitting on the petrol-tank, up on the handle-bars of his uncle’s motorbike in the 1950s, while 

they rode together to gigs at folk and jazz clubs in Melbourne’s inner-city suburbs. His Uncle 

Ivan played drums and carried the drum-kit in a sidecar attached to the motorbike.

Angry remembered his father was a harmonica player, but did not know him and never 

heard him play. Angry’s grandmother lived in the house with an extended family. She loved the 

sounds of Winifred Atwell and often played her records. He particularly liked the recordings of 

American gospel and blues singers, remembering Odetta and Leadbelly as favourites. Other
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recording artists of the day he remembered, like Jeanette MacDonald, sounded “squeaky” to 

him. Angry spent much of his early teenage years in record stores and he soon started hanging 

around the folk music scene in Melbourne coffee shops and jazz clubs.

Once again, this was at a time before free-to-air television had become part of every 

Australian household. Among his favourite Australian artists at the time were Margaret 

RoadKnight and Phil Manning. He recalls being first inspired to write his own songs after 

hearing Bob Dylan on the radio. He wondered if he would have been so inspired had he known 

what Dylan looked like at the time. Peter, who was sitting with us, reminisced with Angry about 

the mystery in those days surrounding the ‘image’ of many recording artists. Peter laughed, 

“My grand mother loved the voice, but she was blown away when she discovered that Nat King 

Cole was black! (laughs)... I think she musta thought he looked like Bing Crosby!”87

The interview continued for forty minutes, but for a number of reasons, none of it ended 

up in the final documentary. The main practical reason for this omission was that Angry did not 

get around to talking about Rose Tattoo at all, but about his career and life-choices in the years 

leading up to his involvement with Rose Tattoo. However, that was an integral part of his 

process. The story of his musical career was one long unbroken circle of events revolving 

around his desire for music and to communicate broadly with the world in order to change his 

fate, to break a pattern of abuse, of domestic and suburban conformism and violence and 

working class apathy and frustration.

Angry’s stake in the universal qualities of emotion and experience on offer through the 

circuit of the Australian live music scene continues to sustain a career that he pursued then as 

now, with the dogged optimism and ambivalent humour of someone with nothing to lose. His 

passionate contribution to the genre is through the performance of an art form whose meaning 

transcends syntax. The lyrics of rock’n’roll songs can be as simple as nursery rhymes, but the 

rhythm and energy of their delivery imbues the lyric simplicity with the embodied complexity 

of the experience of adult emotional life. In the context of the documentary, I attempted to lasso 

Angry’s energy during the performance sequences evoking the intensity of the invention in the 

moment of musical experience, when he often appears to be in the throes of a liberating climax. 

Angry’s whole body becomes the envelope for carnivalesque forces - the violence of the sonic 

forces and rhythms of the rock’n’roll band.

More than the other members of the band, Angry appeared to enjoy being the object of 

the gaze. He often looked directly into the eye of the camera, as if to add emphasis to what he 

was saying. I took this as proof of his professional experience as well as his natural penchant for 

the drama of the times. His willingness to share his extensive experiences and clear personal 

memories, to talk openly about his life, even to over-dramatise the occasion, seemed to make
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him an ideal subject for the documentary. At that stage, I wondered, again why no one had 

made a documentary about the band.

I thought Angry’s loquacious enthusiasm would inevitably bring valuable content to the 

film. However, when I examined the tapes back in the edit suite, I realized this was not the case. 

Because of my inexperience as a filmmaker, I had not understood that Angry’s wordy 

contribution and his rambling, discursive style actually made the editing process nearly 

impossible. He almost never finished a sentence. His tendency was to break off mid-sentence, 

beginning on another tangent, either to qualify what he was saying with a seemingly unrelated 

example or to start a completely different idea. Sharing these moments with him was enjoyable 

so it was disconcerting when the majority of material he so generously gave me was, for the 

purposes of anything other than an informal monologue, essentially worthless in the shared 

narrative context of the documentary. Perhaps the DVD format provides an opportunity for 

viewers to select extended material, better suited to Angry’s rambling style. These are 

considerations for future projects, beyond the scope of this work.

Peter Wells prepares Angry Anderson’s leg for tattooing at the House of Pain, September 2005.

The following year, in May 2004, I arranged to interview Angry again, but had exactly 

the same problem and did not end up using any of the two hours of interview footage in the 

final cut of the documentary. It would not be until September 2005 that a suitable level of 

technical confidence and familiarity with the personal histories of the band and Angry’s 

particular style finally led me to record an effective interview with him. On that third occasion, 

on the 24th September 2005, I took the opportunity to capture on film a many layered and 

unique performance between key players in the story of Rose Tattoo, as Peter Wells tattooed
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Angry Anderson, while I interviewed Angry for the camera at the House of Pain, Tattoo studio 

in Sydney. I used this interview exclusively throughout Rock’n’Roll Outlaw.

Meanwhile, in the early stage of the documentary process, another fundamental lesson I 

had to learn was how to create the shape and rhythm of the film. I wanted to bring many voices 

together, as if arranging the interviewees like instruments in an ensemble. There were many 

different perspectives to consider: the band members, the roadies, the managers, the record 

company, the critics, the peers, the families, friends and fans, etcetera. Following that first 

interview with Angry, I made a couple of key decisions, including one that I would concentrate 

on interviews with musicians only.

Based on the rambling, varied content of the individual stories, it was clear that the 

richness of the background history of each member of the band would provide enough material 

to make an infinite number of lengthy documentaries about each one of them. Already the 

material possibilities were multiplying. In order to create a harmonious, effective composition, 

something coherent that an audience could watch and listen to, I had to draw some definite 

limitations around the work. While I thought about the details of these questions and before 

attempting to interview anyone else, I continued filming Rose Tattoo at their pub gigs.

During this time, I realized the person significantly missing from my understanding of the 

of Rose Tattoo's fragemented story was the drummer Dallas “Digger” Royall, who died in 

1989. Paul Demarco accepted an offer by Pete Wells to replace Digger in the line-up of the first 

re-union tour in Australia in 1993 and Paul continues drumming in the Rose Tattoo band. I 

wondered if he and Digger had ever met. Paul told me he remembered the way Digger played, 

as fellow musicians tend to do, but that they had never met. Paul was the subject of my next 

interview. We arranged to meet on the 1st of October 2003 at the tattoo shop, called the House 

of Pain. In the process of the documentary, I filmed at this location several times, including the 

third and final interview with Angry Anderson, while Peter Wells tattooed his leg with one of 

his early designs, originally used for the Rose Tattoo album cover, Assault and Battery in 1981.

Between 1997 and 2005, Peter worked at the House of Pain scratching tattoos while he 

juggled the Rose Tattoo business of public relations, rehearsing, performing, touring and 

recording. Whenever Peter was in the band, he assumed a central role, overseeing the bookings, 

payments, travel arrangements, publicity, tour schedules and the maintenance and hire of 

equipment and personnel. On behalf of Rose Tattoo, the House of Pain was Pete Wells’ 

headquarters. Most of his time was spent maintaining the unofficial cultural practices of the 

band. The House of Pain became a market place for every sort of transaction between the band, 

their friends and the wider community echoing the use of the Barcom Avenue address of the 

late 70s. On the 1st October 2003, I assembled the requisite paraphernalia for the on-camera 

conversation with Paul Demarco that appears in the documentary. I chose the location of the
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tattoo shop because we were all comfortable there and Peter could participate if he wanted to as 

he would be there as a matter of daily routine.

The House of Pain was familiar, easy to get to, with the bonus of free parking out the 

back. Decorated by a tattoo artist with impressive decorating skills, the interior walls feature 

fabulous murals, carnival masks and demons as well as hundreds of tattoo designs, called flash. 

These made a distinctive and dramatic backdrop. I chose to include these images and the 

fantastic murals because they represent the carnival aesthetic then rarely seen beyond the 

confines of the tattoo shop or the midway in a fairground. I wanted the rich visual environment 

to add emphasis to the vivid humour inherent in the carnivalesque culture of which Rose Tattoo 

is a sonic manifestation. As Bakhtin pointed out, “Exaggeration, hyperbolism, excessiveness are 

generally considered fundamental attributes of the grotesque style.”88 The environment of the 

tattoo shop is a world of becoming, where ‘the limits between objects and phenomena are drawn 

quite differently’89 than in fixed terms of the official community.

These differences are now not as starkly distinguishable as they were when I started 

filming the documentary. Since then, the practice and reception of tattooing has been widely 

used in television drama and advertising, bringing the previously unfamiliar zones of formal 

domesticity and the carnival together in a mediated relationship that erroneously conflates 

corporate commercial interests with esotericism, as I mentioned earlier, as an insinuation of 

cultural exchange and understanding.

In the studio at the back of the tattoo shop, I set up the interview, asking Paul to tell me of 

his earliest musical memory. He could think of nothing specific, but did clearly recall playing 

drums in the marching band at school in the South Australian mining town of Port Pirie when 

he was seven. It was 1964. I asked him who encouraged him in that and he said, “Well no one 

really. I just did it me self... I just loved music.”90 It seemed a silly, illogical question to Paul 

who is widely regarded as a musician of exceptional skill. I realized it was a bit like asking a 

fish for his earliest memory of water. For Paul Demarco, the depravations of a rough 

environment like the hard-core town of his youth- one that is home to the largest lead smelter in 

the world - were as nothing to his inclination to play music.

Saved by the irrepressible musical habits of Scottish migrant workers, they drew Paul 

into an unconventional, informal musical apprenticeship when the drummer at the local 

worker’s club passed away unexpectedly, flinging Paul into a regular local gig at the age of 

thirteen. For the first couple of years, Paul’s mother drove him to these gigs and waited outside 

in the car to take him home. The constraints of time disallowed me use of these anecdotes 

within the documentary, but I repeat them here because they articulate the veracity of the power 

of music to rupture the membranes of social divisions of age, experience and education. It was 

the ability to play music, the gift, that Paul said allowed him to leave home, travel the world,
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changing his outlook and his luck and giving him a means to stay true to himself, while staying 

out of gaol. He laughed ambivalently about what otherwise might have been. His attitude 

describes a carnivalesque point of view that simultaneously embraces and reveals the positive 

and negative poles of possibility.

Drummer Paul Demarco throws his phone away.

In the middle of this conversation, bass player Steve King casually walked through the 

shop and slid past into a back room while calling Paul on his mobile phone. Captured on film, 

this little trick plays an important pivotal role in the documentary, creating an edited link for 

scenes designed purely for laughs. Together, these scenes exemplify the substantial elements of 

carnivalesque humour that reside in the use of communication beyond language. When his 

mobile phone rang, Paul excused himself politely, took the phone from his pocket and threw it 

across the room with a carefree gesture, while continuing the interview as if unperturbed. This 

appears in the documentary as an amusing moment to good affect, recalling Rabelais hilarious 

account of philosophical debate without words91. In this episode, linguistic constructions 

collapse under the truth of laughter and “clowning wisely”.92 In the documentary, I sought to 

represent the carnivalesque humour that is characteristic of a people’s culture, that by Bakhtin’s 

definition is found in Rabelais where,

“Laughter has a deep philosophical meaning, it is one of the essential forms 

of truth concerning the world as a whole. Concerning history and man; it is a 

peculiar point of view relative to the world; the world is seen anew, no less 

(and perhaps more) profoundly that when seen from the serious 

standpoint.”93
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This scene in the documentary depicts that philosophical aspect typical of the laughter of 

unofficial culture centred on the possibilities of a carefree perspective of embodied mind, lived 

experience, and aimed “at all the vain fears and hopes related to the gods and to life after 

death.”94 In other words, this laughter transcends and destroys anxiety. During the interviews, it 

was important to establish a mood that would allow the Rose Tattoo members to speak without 

censoring themselves in language or gesture. The formal language and the limits of official 

culture represent a disciplinary standard for public broadcast that have previously prevented the 

band and its audience from enjoying mainstream media representation. Rock’n’roll Outlaw 

provides a platform from which the band members pitch their voices to tell the story and 

thereby represent a filament of culture that is anathema to, but at the ironic heart of the official 

white story of Australian society. It was easy interviewing Paul because he too enjoyed telling 

his story uncensored by ordinary standards of proper behaviour. I knew his sense of humour 

would work in the context of the documentary because it counter-balances his detached eye for 

seriousness that is also characteristic of the fluid, carnivalesque polyphony of language and 

gesture. It is a seriousness born of the innate appreciation of the universal dignity of human 

being, acknowledged by both the respectful, disciplined practice and the spontaneous 

expression of music.

The carnival, traditionally imbued with the laughter of people who find themselves 

excluded by the official paradigm for correct behaviour, is not without irony and a deep 

sensitivity to the capricious nature of power and its ambitions for social control. This sense of 

humour is based on a carnivalesque attitude that is equal in variety, acumen and richness of 

expression as that which is deemed fit to meet official standards of wit and wag.

For example, much of Shakespeare’s history shows that he understood this about the 

intelligence of the peasant natives of Elizabethan England.9> The first few years of 

Shakespeare’s professional life were spent in the London district of Shoreditch, at the lowest 

end of town. Theatrical performances were at that time prohibited within the London city 

boundaries. In Shoreditch, on the south bank of the Thames, the first public theatres in England 

catered to those who thrived in the visceral entertainments found there in the unofficial markets 

and the local knowledge and carnivalesque humour of the people.

In Rock’Roll Outlaw, this profane ambience evoked by the performance sequences shot 

in the Australian pubs, is especially evident in the Barwon Club in Geelong in 2003, where 

there was practically no stage. These scenes accompany the song, “Scarred for Life”. The band 

perform in this space without a security barrier or formal stage, they play on a false floor, face 

to face with the rowdy audience, arbitrarily separated by the position of the microphones. Like 

Geelong and the suburbs of Port Pirie, Shoreditch belonged to the common, hardcore and 

boisterous rabble, the working poor and the criminal caste - this general underclass maybe the
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toughest critics in the world for artists of any epoch. The Elizabethan stage surrounded on three 

sides by the audience, with only the back of the stage reserved for the entrance and exit of 

actors, and for seating musicians, is where Shakespeare, and Marlowe before him, cut their teeth 

in bringing their work to the public.96 Bakhtin also makes mention of Shakespeare’s artistic debt 

to carnivalesque culture, (also to Rabelais and Cervantes) in his outline of the history of 

laughter.97

As Paul Demarco continued to speak about the life in Port Pirie, he remembered an 

exciting sense of youthful freedom and the influence of his mother’s support as she steadily 

neglected her own talent at the piano while encouraging him to take guitar lessons. He said his 

father simply had no interest in music: “Well me dad...he couldn’t even fart in tune! (laughs) 

No...he couldn’t play anything (laughs)...except golf.”

As Bakhtin says in the grotesque image of the body, orifices have uncommon 

characteristics, ‘they can even detach themselves from the body and lead an independent life, 

for they hide the rest of the body as something secondary.’98 Remembering that first 

professional gig as a drummer when he was twelve years old, Paul said, “I couldn’t believe me 

luck. I was hittin’ everything! (laughs) You know? I was goin’ for me life, havin’ a great time! 

(laughs)”. He said the bass player at the time, an adult in his thirties, got impatient with Paul’s 

boyish enthusiasm:

“ He said, ‘For fuck’s sake Paul! Stop playing the fucking drums and play 

the song!’ (laughs) But... I’ve never forgotten that. It was the best advice I 

ever got! ”

On Friday and Saturday nights, after a full time week at the smelter, the local crowd liked to 

sing and dance to the band. Paul soon understood that it was necessary to the peaceful life of the 

town that the band played well. This detail relates directly to the theme of music as a mode of 

empowerment, where “the organization of sounds is then a tool for the creation or consolidation 

of a community...” 9 As a youngster in the alcohol-fuelled environment Paul remembered, “I 

learnt to play so I didn’t get me head kicked in! (laughs)” Talking about his life as an emerging 

musician, it was an easy narrative progression when Paul’s role in the town changed as he 

evolved as an artist and his desire to engage with a broader musical community lead him away 

from Port Pirie.

The Rose Tattoo connection between Paul Demarco and Peter Wells became a 

significant friendship. This is the main section of the interview I used in the documentary. For 

the first time, Paul spoke about hearing Digger playing in Rose Tattoo. He remembered not 

being particularly impressed, “because he played light...but when I had to learn the songs, 

that’s when I realized how good that bastard was...” He demonstrated a drum fill that Digger 

recorded in the song ‘Nice Boys Don’t Play Rock’n’roll’. In the documentary, this
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demonstration shakes the floor and rocks the camera. It is an integral sequence in the film 

because it demonstrates the high level at which “form and content are allied: the spectator is 

watching movement patterns, and the movement patterns are the meaning and the 

metaphor.”100

Rob Riley with Pete Wells and Paul Demarco, dressing room, Corner Hotel, Melbourne, 2004.

Paul’s musicality simultaneously envelopes, embellishes and subsumes his linguistic 

meaning. He said the first show he ever played with Rose Tattoo, at the closure of Boggo Road 

Gaol in 1993, he felt Digger’s presence on stage standing behind him for the whole show and it 

was good. When I asked if that surprised him, he said,

“No. It felt quite natural really...”

Music - its practice and performance - are the carnivalesque means to power perhaps 

because they connect us to the unknowable. In the documentary, it was my intention to show 

Rose Tattoo producing music that makes this existential struggle audible. Jacques Attali wrote 

in 1977,

“Mozart and Bach reflect the bourgeoisie’s dream of harmony better than 

and prior to the whole of nineteenth century political theory...Janis Joplin,

Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix say more about the liberatory dream of the 

1960s than any theory of crisis.”101.

As Peter Wells says in the documentary, Rose Tattoo's music was first performed in Sydney in 

1976 before the term “Punk” was in use in Australia. The introduction of the term helped critics 

and audiences in their approach to understanding the sonic force of their performances. Initially, 

Rose Tattoo's music prefigured the volume and tempos of Punk Rock and rejected the notion 

that every direct experience is “mere representation.” 102 For the musicians and their audience,
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every Rose Tattoo performance is the direct experience of their relationship with the 

sublimation of violence through music in the immediate flow of time.

Rose Tattoo fans held behind the security barrier at Wacken Festival, Germany 2001.

My analyses of the tapes of the interview material recorded for Rock’n’Roll Outlaw are 

transcribed here as examples of the band members artistic and intellectual independence 

deriving from a carnivalesque point of view. These individual anecdotes of domestic and local 

environments define an aurally mediated historical space for becoming that was an unofficial 

milieu of cultural exchange. Now perceptibly eroded by the encroachment of commercial 

standards for private behaviour, these horizons of cultural freedom perhaps cease to be 

embodied, local and geographic. The contemporary cultural horizon becomes, as Paul Virilio 

describes,

“...the artificial horizon of a screen, or a monitor capable of permanently 

displaying the preponderance of the media perspective, the relief of the ‘tele

present’ event taking precedence over the three dimensions of the volume of 

the objects or places here present.”103

The formation of individuals as folk music practitioners is perhaps complicated in the 

contemporary scenario, as no longer simply a desire to enter the integrated audible realms of 

expression, but is that desire diverted through the commercial channels of visual culture into 

disintegrated audio/visual modes of representation. This is a theme perhaps worth considering 

for further research, but is too complex to examine and develop further in this exegesis.
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Chapter

4

REMEMBERING
*

“To express oneself is to create a code, or to plug into a code in the process of being
elaborated by the other.” 104

- Jacques Attali.

At this point in the exegesis, I will describe in detail the challenges - intellectual and 

artistic, practical and esoteric - that I faced in making the transition from my role as director 

and camera-operator to editor and producer. This transition is a process of engaging intuitive 

modes of thought with the rational demands pertaining to the task of editing. These decisive 

activities are not simply technical praxis, but manifest unconscious impulses through 

transformative actions, delineating the practical dimensions of abstract ideas and their structural 

trajectory in shaping the temporal limits and emotional contours of the final cut of Rock’n’roll 

Outlaw. During this learning process, multi-faceted layers of meaning emerged in different 

versions of the work, and in different experiences that required constant re-evaluation of the 

artistic and intellectual objectives of the project.

At the end of 2004, Rose Tattoo needed to produce new video material for the purposes of 

TV advertising and promotion in Australia. Consequently, I was asked me to make a film-clip 

for the band. I was happy to have a small exercise to test my grasp of the practical demands and 

formal language of digital editing. The music track I used, titled ‘Tramp’, is a dramatic, very 

fast tempo song of about two minutes duration recorded in 1979 on Rose Tattoo's first, self- 

titled album.

The opportunity to produce the ‘Tramp’ clip was an organizational experiment, learning to 

demonstrate the relationship in the edit suite between the images I was shooting and the sounds 

I was recording and their combined affects. My aim was to evoke the carnivalesque experience 

produced by the sonic force of Rose Tattoo in performance, demonstrating the way that music 

creates the relationship between each band member and their audience. Making a music clip 

provided a focus for synthesizing my aims in exploring the nature of a possible long-form 

documentary. In terms of relating psychological states and social context with visual and 

audible rhythms and to experiment with these broad production issues over the course of a short 

duration, I re-evaluated the source material and used an unedited sound track recorded at the 

Annandale Hotel on the 28th July 2003.
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While the interviews formed the strongest narrative element in the documentary project, 

the challenge was to be able to edit multiple versions of songs in performances seamlessly, 

between past, archival footage, anchoring them in the present with the contemporary footage. I 

anticipated combining the interview material with a number of music clips in the diegesis.

Still from ‘Rock’n’Roll Outlaw’ music clip, featuring montage of Pete Wells’ image, 1981 and 2004.

Montage was the style I chose in particular for the music clips. I do not use this term in the 

Eisentsteinian sense, but as a method to condense the passage of time, relying on its implicit 

relationship to the rhythmic imperative of the soundtrack. Muting the sound track, I scrutinized 

the visual material for discernable moments of affect, suitable to the combination of the 

carnivalesque sensation of Rose Tattoo's music with the stylistic features of montage. Rock’n 

roll is rhythm based - the fundamental difference with Western Classical music, which stands 

on melody and harmony for its primary emotional affects. Based on this premise, in transposing 

the rhythm of the music to the visual medium, the first beat, or the ‘one’ is the traditional 

pivotal moment. In order to achieve the visual affect I had in mind, it was a simple logic of 

images keeping pace with the tempo of the song, with the emphasis on the first beat of the bar. 

This necessarily required an extreme concentration and juxtaposition of images that would 

highlight the sensation of velocity in the performance on the soundtrack. Karen Pearlman refers 

to this technique as “pacing” and explains that,
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“...the rate at which cuts occur defines the rate at which new visual sensations 

are introduced - every cut is in itself a change, so, lots of cuts make a faster 

rate of change.”10^

Thus, the rate at which I cut my images together was dependant on the fast tempo of the 

song. In this case, the sonic affect has the imperative in production.

Visually, the piece needed a strong image, a metaphor that invoked the concept of the 

‘one’ - a sign for the beginning of ‘time’ -the time of the song, and proceed from there. To 

achieve this outcome, and with a longer term view in mind, the scope of my preparation for 

making the clip included performances of Rose Tattoo at six shows - that came to about twelve 

hours of tape. The footage included the band members in transit, in preparation in dressing 

rooms, before shows and in relaxation after the shows, as well as the duration of the 

performances. This material was enough coverage of the subject to start critical screenings for 

evaluation. There, in the free flowing movements of every sequence, I scanned the material for 

abbreviated shots or ‘glimpses’ that could be captured in the editing process that would retain - 

in abbreviated form - all the information from the longer original sequences. I wanted to create 

a kind of visual shorthand for the complex movements and exchanges of communications of the 

band members, together and individually.

For example, in assessing images of the band members taken before and after show time 

as they were chatting to each other, ‘candid’ moments appealed to me. In choosing from these 

sequences, I watched for moments resembling still photography, rather than filmic phrases. This 

process required focus to details that represent the punctuation in a dramatic movement. For 

example, when two characters are speaking to each other, the fleeting moment that articulates 

the unspoken mode of communication becomes more important than the ostensible linguistic 

meanings: an involuntary movement or glance, a facial expression or gesture.

Trawling through the footage in the edit suite, I was literally fishing for a sense of 

particularity beneath the surface of undifferentiated material. Simultaneously, my focus shifted 

between two conscious objectives: the detailed semiotics of particularities and the general 

meaning of each sequence in the broad scope of the proposed long-form documentary. At this 

formative stage, I was waiting on an intuition - a feeling of commencement. I also knew I could 

achieve nothing until that feeling came to me.

I paused for a week to log time-codes of images that caught my attention. A great deal of 

time in the work each day was “spent in activities that in their various ways served to clear and 

illuminate the path ahead” 106 In the mundane and often tedious work of screening and re

screening, logging and reflecting on the material, there was always the sense that every hour 

served to define and focus the scope of the material, culminating eventually in the pleasure of
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identifying how the data would inform the conceptual project. This subjective sensation was my 

guide throughout the making of the film, but I will discuss that more fully later.

While logging time-codes for images I chose for the ‘Tramp’ clip, there were unexpected 

aspects in the process. Review of the footage literally re-enacted the focus of my attention when 

I was filming. I remembered the details of every shot. That is, reviewing almost every moment 

captured on tape was like going through a moment of deja vu. In the formative stages of editing, 

this direct lateral transference from proposal to action was a surprise, as I expected to see things 

that previously escaped my attention. Although enacted in the chance of the moment, the focus 

of my attention while I had the camera to my eye was intensely visceral and often prescient in 

terms of the extensive editing process.

As the documentary evolved, this sense of uncanny familiarity continued until I had a fine 

cut completed, following the accumulation of about sixty hours of footage. While making the 

clip ‘Tramp’, the sense of familiarity with the footage also heightened a sense of the collapse of 

time - the past and future into the present. A sense that film-making -shooting it and watching 

and listening to it, is similar to music-making, and represents a mode of consciousness that 

relies on simultaneity, synchronicity and anticipates the passage of time towards a certain 

outcome.

I filmed a Rose Tattoo performance at the Doyalson RSL Club in Newcastle on the 15th 

March 2003. Whenever 1 shot the pub gigs, it was usually as continuous record of events, like a 

home movie. Attendance at this particular show was poor, so the atmosphere in the band room 

was more relaxed and playful than usual. When it was time for the band to go on, because the 

venue was not crowded, I was able to shoot from the middle of the room in front of the stage. At 

first, I stood on the floor to the right of the stage and filmed as the band members walked on. In 

the style typical of Australian pub-rock, Rose Tattoo had no regard for the formal signs of show 

business and the stage was always open before a performance. As usual, there were several 

minutes of set-up time organized in semi-darkness, before the performance started. The stage 

lights were off and the house lights down and it was very dark in the viewfinder. I could barely 

see anything but black shapes until the crack of light appeared at side of stage from the 

dressing-room door. I filmed guitarist Peter Wells in silhouette making his way across the stage.

Peter’s instrument was set up by his amp and as he slipped his shoulder strap over his head 

and crouched to adjust the settings on his amp, turning it up loud before plugging in the lead. 

This deliberate procedure generated a sudden, invasive, loud noise that would interject and 

disturb the casual conversation in the room and illicit the response of people by their shouting, 

whistling and cheering, to signal the unofficial commencement of the performance. As this 

procedure was familiar to me, I anticipated Peter’s moves and followed him in camera, despite 

the lack of light. I knew, as he was crouched over checking his amplifier settings that he would
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flick on a cigarette lighter. He patted his pockets while a roadie, also aware of this habit, leaned 

across and ignited his own cigarette lighter. He held the flame over the controls of the amp 

while Peter made sure the settings were right. The flame wavered and in that tiny light, I 

captured the moments of a scene that I can identify now as pivotal in the trajectory of the whole 

project. Satisfied with the settings in the amplifier, Peter strummed the guitar, striking every 

string, checking the tuning and making the noise that announced to Angry to make his entrance.

Eventually, I used this ‘cigarette lighter scene’ in the opening sequence of the final cut of 

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw. It first appeared as the opening of the original ‘Tramp’ film-clip which 

was subsequently re-cut several times during the making of the documentary. The moment the 

flame of the cigarette-lighter jumps to life, an image is created that fulfilled the necessity of 

summarizing all the ideas of the ‘one’ - the light at the beginning of ‘time’ - show-time in 

particular and on a broader level, perhaps a poetic image. In the context of the film-clip and the 

documentary, the scene became an interesting symbolic moment inferring the psychological 

shift - on stage and off - between quiet anticipation and the noise of the commencement of the 

carnival. This is an example of the detail of my decision making processes in the edit suite.

Still from the opening sequence: montage of cigarette lighter with city lights.

The image of the cigarette lighter and the Marshall amp set fire to the fuse for the film. 

The feeling of momentary joy in that spark of the moment, of making something where there 

was nothing is inherent to the cause and affect of the work of art. As I mentioned before, the 

process of reviewing the footage, often induced an uncanny sense of altered consciousness in 

time. It is perhaps part of the process of coalescence of symbolic and semiotic modes of
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expression, which reconfigures ordinary time by casting the now into an unfamiliar relation to 

the past and future.

Having the opening image in place allowed me to play freely in choosing the subsequent 

filmed sequences, because in the back of my mind, I knew I had achieved a beginning. This 

sensation of creative realization is similar watching from the rear window of a vehicle as the 

road recedes, rather than watching from a forward perspective. To paraphrase Scott Mcquire, 

“the eye of the camera faces backwards”107 and the footage that I shot constantly presented itself 

in the edit suite as precisely adequate to the intended outcome of the documentary.

In this description of the composition of the ‘Tramp’ music clip, the details of my editing 

process account for the technical basis of my practice throughout the construction of the long- 

form documentary. The ’Tramp’ clip, edited and re-edited over the course of three years appears 

in the diegesis of Rock’n’Roll Outlaw following the interview section, featuring guitarist Rob 

Riley.

I had four performances of the song, ‘Tramp’ filmed at separate locations and from various 

angles. The band members always set up their gear and stand in the same place in relation to 

each other on stage. The stability of the stage plan allowed me to change the angle and emphasis 

in the camera, of each performance. For example, one night I would shoot from Peter’s side of 

stage, the next night, from the opposite side where guitarist Rob Riley stood. Occasionally, if 

the stage was big enough, I could film from behind, next to, or beside the drummer, Paul 

Demarco. Of course, during the performances, everyone on stage moves around a lot (except 

Demarco). Accordingly, the emotional dynamics of each performance changed.

I digitised the pictures of the four performances of ‘Tramp’ choosing the best quality 

sound track, which happened to be the version I recorded at the Doyalson R.S.L. Club. In this 

process, I learned that the soundtrack is the backbone of a kind of audio/visual double helix. 

These components interact as time and place or, temporal context and material context. Their 

tandem relationship however, is unequal, depending for success more on the sound track, the 

affective components of the film, that is, the immaterial and abstract qualities of ambient sound 

and emotional tone, for example.

I soon learned that a bad quality sound track will corrupt good quality pictures, but good 

quality sound can have the affect of improving bad quality pictures, depending on what the 

pictures are intended to evoke. To me, the visual aspect of the work is representative of place, of 

the material context and is the manifestation of physical immediacy and style. In audio-visual 

work, acoustical characteristics are the most important elements because they suggest a 

psychological context that is independent of materiality, time and affect. Throughout 

Rock’nRoll Outlaw, for example, I edited interview material with Angry Anderson in a tattoo 

parlour, including the unsettling noise of an electric tattoo gun, running intermittently in the
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foreground as he responded to my questions. The noise runs a dissonant line of complex 

meaning throughout the diegesis that is resolved in the concluding scenes of the film, when the 

work of the tattoo by Peter Wells on Angry Anderson’s leg is completed. The noise of the tattoo 

gun insists on the dramatic, camivalesque intrusion of the grotesque body throughout the film, 

of the audible world, the realm of life, and the inevitable, but unexpected encounters with 

unfamiliar subjectivities, bodies and praxis that is the risk of the living.

A still from the documentary featuring the tattoo gun.

During the early editing process, I played with different combinations of ideas and 

footage for many hundreds of hours, developing a method of sorting that was reminiscent to 

shuffling a deck of cards and laying them out in a game of ‘Patience’. It was not possible to 

foresee a pattern or sequence until the images were set up on the timeline. I realized that by 

cutting in time to the music, and using the first beat of the bar as the fulcrum, I could give the 

unrelated visual pieces some poetry and rhythmic structure, even if these emerging relationships 

were only distinguishable by me. The idea that I should invite an editor to help me crossed my 

mind. However, the question of how I could speak about my ideas at that early stage made me 

realize my mistrust of language to communicate effectively the abstract relationship between 

the particular feelings I wanted to convey with the superficially prosaic material at hand. I 

decided to persevere with my backwards, intuitive method, because I knew what I wanted but I 

would not know what it was until I saw it, or, to be more precise, until it touched me.

The temporal arts thrive by engaging practitioners and their audiences in reconfiguring 

unconscious perceptions of subjective time and space. The process of making the music clip and
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- by extension - the documentary, I learned that spontaneous noise and/or the structured system 

of sounds that is music, their integral affects and silences, open the windows of perception to 

the possibility of giving and receiving structure and meaning to that which is beyond the limit of 

representation, visual or linguistic. In my documentary, the performance and reception of music 

is the manifestation of the simultaneous cause and affect of meaning.

Still - featuring Pete Wells’ slide arm.

To return to the music clip, each recorded version of ‘Tramp’ had its own peculiarities. 

Every performance of the Rose Tattoo song had a different arrangement and was the work of 

embodied immediacy and imagination. Sometimes, the solos would be 24 bars long, another 

night they might be 48 bars long. Some nights the band would play extended ‘intros’ or ‘outros’ 

or they would improvise mid-song, subject to what Angry was doing, as he led the extent of 

improvisation within each performance. As the ‘front man’, Angry would often engage with 

members of the audience, having a drink, flirting or chatting; sometimes he would make a 

speech, while the band played on, vamping and waiting for him to come back to the chorus or 

the verse, or to simply come back to the stage, depending on the song and the place in the 

performance.

Within the improvised arrangements of each Rose Tattoo performance, I observed two 

basic principles, the groove and the key, that are stable. These are usually the defining twin 

principles of any folk song as key changes are rare, especially in the rock’n’roll genre. For my 

purposes, these two musical elements have a similar relationship to the ideas of sound and
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image in film, the groove being the dominant strand in their interdependent processes. The 

tempo may vary slightly, but normally the variation is not enough to change the groove, unless 

that is deliberate. The performance of the playing by musicians is central to the history of the 

music video genre. Where the groove and the key begin, the arbitrary interplay of the visual 

images will follow. These two characteristics form the aural basis for the composition of any 

music clip. Extra visual material, imported into or even superimposed over the performance, 

detracts and steals power away from the significance of the music.

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw developed within the tradition of the narrative form in filmmaking, 

where music represents a synchronized dependent, emotional plane. Applied to music video, the 

visual imperative continues to dominate the sound track, especially when images appear in 

predictable narrative sequences, and the relationship with the lyrical content of a song may be 

so literal as to cancel any vestige of musical impact. In the edit suite, this perception came to me 

as a physical sensation, but an unpleasant one that I tried to exclude from the process. It took 

some considerable time experimenting with various combinations of images to become fully 

conscious of material that did not belong in the scope of the clip and therefore, in the 

documentary. The ideal language for the music clips was not about the story of the lyric but 

about the performative effort to express it. I tried to capture the emotional connection between 

musicians and their instruments, and each other. Walter Murch outlines in “The Rule of Six” 108 

his criteria for optimal editing techniques, placing the vital emphasis on emotional content, 

above considerations of advancing the story or the timing of rhythm.

Not wishing to create a narrative flow of images to fit the story of the song, I 

concentrated on creating a vignette and a picaresque, drawing the audience to the intensity of 

the music, the band’s performance, and to enter the dynamic art of playing music with others for 

pleasure, bringing attention to the rhythm and feel of the song. As the editor, I used montage as 

a style of representation in the music clips because I felt it resonated with a subtext in the 

documentary alluding to the physical experience of playing music as a life’s work. I used the 

practical knowledge of playing music to count and feel where to make cuts in the flow of 

images that would enhance the rhythm of the music and the emotional tone of the band.

Discussing the neurological research behind this phenomenon Karen Pearlman ties “the 

recognition of movement that is seen and heard, by a body that has comparable experiences of 

the physical motion” to the existence of ‘mirror neurons’ stating that “the movement we 

perceive activates our somatic knowledge of that movement’s significance.” 109 Of course, that 

does not imply that the definitive cut is automatic, though I did my intuitive best. Eventually, I 

arrived at a point in the process of shuffling the images and layering the ‘Tramp’ film-clip, 

where the available material seemed to return to an internal logic of its own, fitting together, 

like a jigsaw puzzle in response to the music. Subjectively, this initial essay in montage was
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humorous and logical (to me), stylistically hard edged with rapid cuts, without any dissolves or 

effects. The decision to desist in the process and stay with a final composition came after much 

deliberation. I took an indirect representational approach - away from the singer and 

concentrated on the rhythm section - because ‘Tramp’ is so fast, relying heavily on the strength 

of the velocity of its performance for its affects.

For every cut seen in the final clip in documentary, I made at least another two dozen 

experimental cuts that required just as much time, effort and consideration, but for one reason or 

other these were deleted, replaced, or otherwise reshuffled on the timeline in the sequence. 

Eventually, I maintained this experimental, shuffling and layering technique throughout the 

entire editing process until the completion of the long-form documentary. As well as 

contributing to the long term aim of the project, this process was also an exercise in intuitive 

concentration.

By way of an example of this technique, I referred to the remarkable film, Le Mystere 

Picasso (1956), by Henri-Georges Clouzot. When Clouzot filmed Picasso painting several 

transparent canvases in front of the camera, he allowed the viewer to witness Picasso’s creative 

process as he worked, applying layer upon layer of images to a single canvas- a painting upon a 

painting, eventually producing the completed work. I recognized in this process of layering a 

similarity in material methodology and intuitive processing. Ideas may arrive in pristine form in 

a moment of unusual clarity, but more often, the work of art is literally a lot of hard physical 

work. Making the documentary was a complex, experimental, intuitive process and a challenge 

to my material and psychological resources for planning and mapping techniques.

As the process of making the ‘Tramp’ clip continued, the distant question of the 

documentary’s emblematic beginning and ending continued to circulate with more immediate 

concerns of composition and content for the ‘Tramp’ clip. The editing decisions I made through 

the intuitive process of layering the music clip images, informed broader conceptual themes that 

had a long term influence on the pace and style of the documentary in its entirety. Editing both 

the music clip and the documentary was a constant process of mapping conscious outcomes 

over emotional and psychological terrain, while maintaining the imaginative figments that 

inspired the original ‘vision’ of the documentary.

I repeated the essential cycle and return of this creative process, as the shuffling and 

layering of images and sound became a technique for aligning these vertical levels of value and 

meaning with horizontal or lateral elements of style and logic. In retrospect, during this process, 

the deleted material was useful in helping me recognize what to exclude so I could see what 

include. “Cutting out the Bad Bits.” 110 is the way Walter Murch playfully describes this 

technique.
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The exercise of the first ‘Tramp’ film-clip thus allowed me to practice and develop a 

technique for a style of cutting images to music that I felt worked towards the production of the 

major work. The process of learning and developing the technique was a complex combination 

of logic and imagination, synchronizing footage of archival fdm shot in 1982 with performances 

filmed in 2004 and ‘05 combined with an audio track recorded in 2003. I also learned that by 

adding or subtracting a single frame from any sequence, the feel of each cut would change 

dramatically. It became a matter of precision and persistence to make the whole clip flow as one 

conceptual piece.

It is worth mentioning as well that, despite the differences in the arrangement of each 

performance, it was a surprise to discover how similar the tempo of each filmed performance 

was of ‘Tramp’. I incorporated the video images of three or four different shows with the sound 

of a single take - facilitated by the unusual talents of the band. Their constancy of tempo in the 

performance of each version of the song, the disciplined and emphatic energy of the players and 

their willingness to allow me to observe them in the execution of their work was my boon.

A still taken from 2003 performance of ‘Tramp’ by Rose Tattoo.

Over a period of four years making Rock’n’Roll Outlaw, I slowly developed a level of 

practical competence and technique to make effective choices in the timing and design of each 

music clip. In all there are six clips, one for each of the following tracks: ‘Tramp’, ‘Rock’n’roll 

Outlaw’, ‘Scarred for Life’, ‘17 Stitches’, ‘House of Pain’, ‘Bad Boy for Love’ and ‘Stuck On 

You’. Sections or complete versions of all but the clip for ‘House of Pain’ appear in the
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documentary. The construction of these film clips informed the method I used to cut together all 

the narrative sections of the documentary emerging from the original interview tapes. It was in 

the selection of interview material that I eventually made deliberate choices based on my 

perceptions of the strength of their emotional content.

In late 2004, the handle on the box I kept my tapes in broke. This little mishap was the 

harbinger of a traumatic twelve months that immediately prompted a review and re-evaluation 

of the collection of the work so far, re-labelling and transcribing a legible logbook of shots, 

calculating the hours, minutes, seconds, frames and then transferring this precious stuff into a 

lockable case, like a smuggler with a stash of treasures. Psychologically, I needed to feel the 

project was being contained. I had recorded twenty-six one-hour tapes of Rose Tattoo, at work 

and play, in interview mode and in performance mode. This count was to double by the end of 
filming.

Following the completion of the ‘Tramp’ video, which subsequently screened on 

television in the Northern Territory and via Sydney on a dedicated cable music station, Channel 

X, the response to the work by the band members was positive. There were drinks all round and 

I was genuinely relieved that they were happy for me to continue filming. By the beginning of 

2005, the state of Peter Wells’ health threw a long shadow over the future of the band. Interest 

in the documentary project started to spread and people began to offer their support and 

contributions of memorabilia and other materials. Most contacts were unofficial and by word- 

of-mouth in a spirit of understanding and enthusiasm for the documentary and the binding 

purpose of recording for the future, the broader cultural significance of Peter Wells’ 

contribution to the history of Australian rock’n’roll and Rose Tattoo.

I spent many hours sifting and sorting through these various memorabilia and souvenired 

materials, seeing the film in my mind’s eye and making mental changes before I actually re-cut 

the additional material in the edit suite - a process that continued for nearly twelve thousand 

hours over four years. As the collection of tapes grew during 2005 to 60 hours of footage, I was 

aiming at producing a one-hour documentary, which meant I was working at a ratio of 100:1 - 

an extremely high rate of coverage. I ended up working at a ratio of 75:1 producing a 96-minute 

version for the final cut of the documentary. At this stage in late 2005, it was time to return to 

making a decision about the sustainable editorial parameters for the project.

For purely practical reasons I had to limit the number of subjects for interview on 

camera. Because of the fundamental constraints of the available temporal and material 

resources, I chose to restrict the documentary firstly to specific coverage of Peter Wells’ direct 

musical participation in Rose Tattoo. Secondly, interview only the players who recorded the 

music on the first three albums, those being Rose Tattoo (1978), Assault and Battery (1981) and 

Scarred for Life (1982). For my purposes, these were the most unique cultural contributions
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among the numerous recordings made under the Rose Tattoo banner. These early recordings 

featured a recognizable, relatively stable band membership and the players are those who first 

ventured overseas in the early 1980s. Peter Wells (slide-guitar), Angry Anderson (vocals), Mick 

Cocks (guitar), Ian Rilen (bass guitar), also Geordie Leach (bass guitar) and Rob Riley (guitar) 

represented these parameters. They also all had the same tattoo from that era by Peter Wells, as 

described in Chapter 1.

As well as these musicians, I also included the current drummer, Paul Demarco, who was 

included in the line-up to revisit Europe in the late 1990s. This gave them the narrative 

advantage of an enduring contribution to the band’s international reputation and revival. In 

2000, this line-up changed with the resignation of bass player, Geordie Leach. Replacing him in 

2000, Steve King on bass guitar featured in most of the live performance footage that I shot. I 

included Steve in the interview material to make sense of his appearances in the performance 

footage and to bring the documentary in line with Rose Tattoo in the 21sl century. Since making 

the final cut of the film, Geordie Leach returned to the band once again, dislodging the ‘new

comer’ Steve King. Such is the nature of documentary filmmaking: ambiguous.

In September 2005, I added a final character to the interviewees, Rose Tattoo's, first and 

longest standing roadie, Greg “Bear” Horrocks, whose voice is the only one representing a 

counterpoint to the musicians’ point of view, providing some variety of perspective. Throughout 

the diegesis, I sought to edit a balanced representation of these eight subjectivities. My intention 

was to allow their differences to amplify the resonances of their aesthetic and emotional 

similarities. The stylistic intention in the final cut was to establish a sense of the ‘round table’, 

at which everyone’s perspective is distributed evenly according to broad measures of 

contribution and experience in the band. The rapid cutting and juxtaposition of the opinions and 

attitudes of the interview subjects, and the constant changes in points of view is intended to 

establish a steady rhythmic pace through out the documentary, consistent with the intensity of 

the music.

As I mentioned before, filming is a visceral act, the camera becoming extension of the 

eyes that start to alter the dimensions of space and the possibilities for both thought and action. 

The technology of the lens, with its capabilities for zooming between close-up and wide shots, 

and the gradations of focal length in between, the expanding repertoire of potential for the eye, 

also expand the limits of ideas, imagination and insight. In the edit suite, the opportunities for 

this experiential mode of learning is infinitely multiplied by the range of choices - of the style 

of cutting, special effects and the intersection of the sound tracks, to name a few. It is a mind- 

altering experience.
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The process of creating and completing Rock’n’Roll Outlaw was a process of 

constructing a kind of mental architecture and, I imagine, similar to making calculations for 

multi-dimensional designs or architectural models. It was a combination of intuitive and rational 

processes in the analysis, classification, interpretation, measurement and harmonious 

arrangement of a seemingly infinite supply of thematically related, but chaotically distributed 

material. In the editing suite, over time, the cinematic sense and feeling I sought to create was 

often achieved with a strange visceral sense of my connection to those mental calculations. I 

was aware of balancing both real and imagined energies during the realization of filmic 

concepts. These moments of perceived convergence were also a subtle pleasure contributing to 

the integration of activities and outcomes. It was a vibrant, spatial sense of clarity, a perception 

of verticality in the different levels of meaning embedded in the work, as they spread 

horizontally through the representational plane. Sometimes it is simply a satisfying sense of 

being in the right place at the right time, reviewing the work in a physical, lateral spatial 

configuration after sustained time spent patiently fixing the mind in a vertically directed 

channel.

Often, after a sustained period in this state of concentration, the simple sense that I was 

making progress eluded me for days and sometimes weeks. Then, the creative process was at its 

most exhausting, because there was a feeling of attrition, as if I were under siege to continuous 

agitated whirling thoughts and images, almost as if in a bizarre state of trance. I imagined the 

shock of a sustained lightning bolt, an unbroken vertical concentration of energy. Following 

long editing sessions, a deep dreamless sleep followed as part of the alchemy of the physical 

conditions of confinement in the edit suite, combined with the prolonged states of concentration 

and the continuous electronic audio/visual stimulation. These circumstances produced 

transformative creative energies and unexpected conceptual speculations. During the making of 

Rock’n’roll Outlaw, there was no question of the necessity of these extreme physical and 

mental states. From one point of view for the work to reach completion, the artist ‘becomes’ the 

work. This part of the process is particular in the extreme, because it is the tightrope walk 

between madness and creative activity.

These transformative modes of experience worked in tandem with the psychological 

intensity required by the work of art itself. The completed artistic work is an object of desire in 

itself and the creative process is the essential pursuit of this object. I think a sense of being 

beside one self is common, especially during times of intense concentration. In the pursuit of a 

creative project, in my mind, the completed work is an inevitability and without question, 

already extant somewhere in space and in time. This is my understanding of the Platonic ideal. 

The process of manifesting the ideal is akin to a form of persuasion. The work of imagination
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waits to emerge, by physical efforts, into a manifest unity with the here and now. This is not a 

claim for manifestation as the attainment of the ideal, but a resonance, or vibration in accord 

with it. Thus, artistic practice is a calling forth of inspiration and energy for the work of art, 

resembling a process of ritual and sacrifice, requiring discipline, surrender, obedience and time. 

In other words, by adopting Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s thesis, the flow of this experience 

summarized, is as having six definitive qualities:

“ 1. Merging of action and awareness...

2. Centering of attention on limited stimulus field...

3. Loss of ego (or transcendence of ego)...

4. Feeling of competence and control...

5. Unambiguous goals and immediate feedback...

6. Autotelic nature (ie. having a value of aesthetic and/or enjoyable coherence sufficient
unto itself])”111

Finally, I would add a seventh point, in terms of the pleasure in feeling that after completion, 

satisfaction in the work may be shared with others. Where this dynamic perception starts is in 

the opening of communication between the conscious, corporeal and subconscious, planes of 

intellect and intuition. In this experience, simultaneous imaginative, physical, emotional and 

spiritual perception provides access to mysterious dimensions of synchronous consciousness 

and communication. However, a description of this in the creative process is practically 

impossible to discuss, because it is subliminal, eluding syntactical formulation. However, 

regarding this process Mihayli Csikszentmihalyi observes,

“When goals are clear, when above-average challenges are matched to skills, 

and when accurate feedback is forthcoming, a person becomes involved in 

the activity. At this point concentration focuses on what needs to be 

done... Irrelevant thoughts, worries, distractions no longer have a chance to 

appear in consciousness.”112

Clarification of these ideas maybe to say that while making the film I regularly 

experienced a sense of self-perception that was not paranormal, but akin to viewing 

myself as if through the eyes of an impartial observer and the assembled footage, 

often as if for the first time. When I enjoyed my work, I knew others would also, 

because the cinematic sensibilities are not unique, but belong to the lexicon of the 

mediated world and its ubiquitous electronic screen culture.
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These ideas perhaps also relate to Merleau-Ponty’s conception of the body as a 

perceiving thing in the formation of thought.113 It is a deep sense of the mind’s eye receiving 

and translating visceral transmissions - an intense experience with a sense of the exceptional 

corporeal vertical and horizontal perceptions and imaginative zones that I described earlier. At 

this time, I looked forward to being ‘in the zone’ as the process of making Rock’n’Roll Outlaw 

revealed a new geography of experience and expression for me and provided a focus for 

rationalizing a growing irrational sea of emotion as Death approached.

Accepting this inevitability during extensive hours editing the long form documentary, 

some radical physiological symptoms started to occur, including pixelated vision, whether with 

eyes open or closed. This optical illusion intensified over time as my eyes began to mimic the 

appearance of pixels in the field of vision, even when I was away from the computer screen, 

when driving or lying in bed at night, for example. A kind of sympathetic synesthesia all over 

the skin often accompanied this hallucination of pixels - I felt pixelated. These disintegrative 

sensations made me feel profoundly immersed in, and altered by the project. The physical cause 

was perhaps the transference of electronic radiation from the computer screens into my body. 

The intellectual outcome of these sensations made me question the object I was generating -and 

the medium of film itself- considering what it means to digitise people - their images, sounds, 

movements and music, freezing them in time. The process recalls Rabelais’ extraordinary story 

of the “Frozen Words” in which the voices captured and suspended in time remind him of:

a certain philosopher called Petron [who] believed that there are several 

worlds touching one another as at points of an equilateral triangle. The inner 

area of this triangle, he said was the abode of truth, and there lived the names 

and forms, the ideas and images of all things past and future. Outside this lies 

the Age - our secular world. In certain years however, at long intervals, some 

part of these falls on humankind like distillations, or as the dew fell on 

Gideon’s fleece, to remain there laid up for the future, awaiting the 

consummation of the Age.”114

The idea of ‘the consummation of the Age’ recalls the iconic screen images of 9/11, and 

the contemporary questions of the future for the project of Western culture. The physiological 

sensations echoed Nick Bostrom’s disturbing conundrum, “Are You Living in a Computer 

Simulation?” 115 Bostrom’s hypothesis begs the question. However, I began to question the 

long-term affects of the stockpile of technologically and digitally recorded phenomena within 

the epic sequence of contemporary civilization. Digitising and containing frozen moments in the 

conceptual dimensions of virtual space creates unparalleled sites for stockpiling a kind of self-
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perpetuating statistical white-noise. Is it possible that the collective proliferation and 

accumulation of recorded images and sounds have coagulated in the flow of time in such a way 

as to block our communal, cultural perception of unmediated becoming? Like the proliferation 

of green house gases and carbon emissions, does data trash build up in the virtual environment, 

corrupting what is essential in the antediluvian well of consciousness? Do random signals and 

virtual waste pollute the ethereal realm, distorting the delicate balance of the imaginary and 

arresting the mutable purpose of the symbolic order? Thus, while cutting the documentary 

together, I reconsidered the concept of the production of meaning in the cinematic text as a 

narcissistic hoard of pious frauds.

Bit by bit, the documentary emerged as a solid object like an ice-burg in a temporal sea, 

and this perception was emphasised by the stark difference between Peter’s physical appearance 

on the screen and his distressing disease ravaged condition in reality. I was navigating the 

surreal, endlessly flashing surface of screen life. Fragments of film flitting by as the digital eye 

batted - uno/zero/uno/zero/uno/zero - staring out across that electronic ocean of pixels - 

twinkling bits of noise and traces of light crystallized in order to use them at will, as if they 

were mine to keep in the now. In the context of the project in the edit suite, temporal reality 

became an illusion and completely malleable, isolated as I was from the external material and 

spatial zones of contact with the quotidian world. I seemed to be constructing a perverse dam as 

if against the passage of time itself, and to no effect.

Rose Tattoo on stage with fans, Corner Hotel, Melbourne, 2003.

Through the intense, repetitive process of editing the footage, the documentary also 

became the sum of all that I did not reveal. Excluded hours of footage became a hidden 

stockpile of stories never told. In the physical transience of life, the affect of the intervention of
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film in social relations perhaps silences that festive form of dialogue - storytelling - and the 

audible, public interaction that that demands. In a passage referring to photography, but equally 

pertinent to the film, Scott Mcquire writes, “ by conferring exemplary authority on the recorded 

moment, the camera enables this instant to dominate all others. The fragment aggrandizes itself: 

the part swallows the whole.”116 Thus, reality is subsumed by representation and the best hope 

for a documentary maker is perhaps to have the work raise voices for what is ineligible in the 

diegesis and otherwise unheard; debate on behalf of things prohibited and unseen. Stealthily, the 

electronic culture of representation may exchange the social purpose of the narrative record of 

history for an audio/visual mirage that speaks, not for us but instead of us.

Collective memory may no longer flow as a resource in the river of time in the form of 

audible, vibrant utterance: In the beginning was the Word. What happens in the end? Silence. 

Inside, I recognized in these thoughts a sense of vertigo related to the heart breaking grind of the 

slow death of my companion. Outside, the war on terror continued its invidious rampage. 

Balancing and maintaining extreme psychological states between logic and grief while editing 

the documentary became a ritual of patience and discipline. At the end of 2005 I had an 

uncanny feeling that something else was about to happen, but I ignored my intuition with a 

well-rehearsed slogan, “Don’t panic.” However, the forty-minute assembly edit in place on the 

hard drive was lost during a ‘routine upgrade’ in October, when the new software system failed 

to read the data, deleting all the digitized files. Every frame, every bit of work stored up in 

virtual space vanished. Only nothingness returned any effort to find a trace of my time and self 

within the machine and there was no back-up.

This event led to a series of psychological states akin to looking into a blank mirror - T 

was gone, wildly imagining that if everything were destroyed in a real accident, like a fire - 

sifting through the wreckage could be regarded as a luxury. To touch some thing, a vestige of 

all those long hours spent constructing the digital house of cards, all that time. I could then trace 

my sacrificial efforts mingled in the smoke and cry on the smouldering ashes, at least with the 

satisfaction of extinguishing coals with bitter tears, souveniring twisted charcoal and cursing 

Hermes the Thief. Instead, there was nothing at all, no trace of my experience, presence or 

perseverance. The digita was off-line, an absence, a virtual virtuality. Its memory was clean and 

gone and I had to start from scratch, re-digitizing all the original footage.

Feeling crazy and ripped off, I envisaged a dark cavity in virtual space, somewhere 

between intellect and imagination, a simulated drain with virtual outlets, flushing conscious 

effort into memory loss, minus evidence or consequence. Reducing my physical efforts to 

phantom data trash, this ‘virtual’ catastrophe was bewildering, painful and silent. Without any
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tangible sign of damage, all that work was instantly destroyed. There simply was nothing. 

Contemporary digital technology breeds illusion encouraging people to prohibit chance. 

Unplanned contact with the real is then disorienting because controlling the hyper-real is all that 

matters. Thus, technology shapes subjectivity, and where emotional content is irrelevant - grief 

is as an unwelcome virus, a corrupt file - then subjectivities begin to comply with voluntary 

autism. Not wishing to wrangle with the tyranny of the willing, I swept off course for a few 

months to read, remember and recapture the memories that were mine.

Rose Tattoo in performance, France, 2001

With only my work under my control, and as this event was conceived by the 

indiscipline of thought that is so often a prescience of accident, I turned to Francois Rabelais 

who asked, “Good people, most illustrious boozers, and you thrice precious and gouty sirs, did 

you ever see Diogenes, the cynic philosopher?”117 I drank to transform bitter bile into la belle 

error. A change had come and some Rabelaisian laughter did the trick. Rising to the occasion as 

the impartial observer, organizing and unifying opposing forces, my virtual catastrophe obliged 

me to take time to see the documentary as a story of passionate, carnivalesque, and improvised 

encounters. I realized the need to start afresh was fundamental. Re-evaluating my project in its 

entirety, I changed course. In retrospect, the deleted work had more in common with my desire 

to control the uncontrollable, to create an unreality, aligned with miracles118 and the commercial 

values of an electronic press kit for a non-existent future.

Ultimately, the evaluations I made in the edit suite for the last time were not so much 

arbitrary as directed by the closeness of Death and the contours of emotion that that implies. At 

that time, I arrived at a rare interior perspective from which I would tell a story of Rose Tattoo, 

with a nuance of undisclosed involvement that in the previous assembly edits was only an 

absence and a lack. As with all accidents and turning points, chance becomes inevitability. The
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obviating tricks of Hermes’ spirit - the benefactor of the transient, the immaterial distributor of 

ideas stirred on the breeze to a guide the production process through these harrowing 

circumstances. I began the trek back re-editing in December 2005 with renewed focus and 

improved results, culminating in a ninety minute fine cut in October 2006, while I ruminated on 

magic and memories, memory lost and memory reclaimed.

After a preliminary screening of Rock’n’Roll Outlaw in October 2006, the audience 

response was encouraging. Some people - young and old - remarked at how they remembered 

the music, even if they did not ‘know’ or ‘follow’ the band. It seems the embodied mind keeps 

particular sounds stored as deep psychological reservoirs of physical, mental and emotional 

essences that retrieve qualities of ambience, sensation, ideas, desires and other ephemera from 

previous times and places. In this extraordinary fusion of experience may be a flash of the 

quintessence of life. For me, rock’n’roll music is the impassioned, audible rationalization of an 

appetite for that experience: to drink from the quintessence. The intention of the documentary 

project was a way for me to go to that well and to share these cultural memories.

Pete Wells, slide guitarist, Rose Tattoo, Australia, 2004.
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*

Conclusion

In completing the documentary production, Rock’n’Roll Outlaw, I learned that in order 

to create a plausible scenario for an audience to engage with the ideas outlined in this exegesis, I 

had to emphasize filmic representations of embodied processes of relatedness, affect and 

memory, the semiotics of rock’n’roll music. Music perceives memory, awakening its promise. 

Can you feel the music? The mind may wander but the body never forgets. I remember, 

therefore I am. Memories coalesce in the body and on the skin to remind us of who we are. 

Thus, memories exist to position and stabilize our interconnected selves. We are they. 

Memories function in the service of culture just as culture is active in the lemniscate* of 

memory. They live by us, not for us.

Memories serve both the knowable and the unknowable: the conscious and hidden 

dimensions of lived experience. Memories produce thought and are the clue to time’s power and 

impact on perception. Rabelais speaks of this in the closing speech of his last novel, “For it is 

time that has discovered, or in due course will discover, all things which lie hidden: and that is 

why the ancients called.. .Time, the Father of Truth, or Truth the Daughter of Time.” 119

Memories partake of all moments in time simultaneously as they cause the links 

between our past, present and future selves. Memories may emerge in vibrations from a 

distance, or from deep within. They confer secretly and sensually with dreams, they mingle at 

midnight and dawn. They haunt, comfort, amuse, cajole, inspire and offend. They confound 

rationalism and speak silently to conscience, spinning the web of connecting encounters with 

others, forming our nebulous selves, keeping us in the loop of lived experience, dissolving in 

and out of consciousness and are simultaneously real and imagined. They vanish. Perhaps 

memories live in Time as fish live in the sea. Nobody knows how many are there, but music 

provides a channel through which they ebb and flow in the sea of time.

Time leaves us with the memory of the arc of life. As we pass through flesh and space 

into memory, ultimately, we are made of memories, just as we become them. Without them, we 

are dejects.120 Abandoning the nourishment of the sublime121 for habituation in commercial 

representations of the carnivalesque, do we become abject, unable to access the refreshment of 

unmediated, transcendent memory, knowing only representations of signs of refreshment? 

Documentaries form the electronic archives of our collective memories and these “will always 

tread the line between intention and execution, between reality and the image.”122

*
Lemniscate is the mathematical symbol for Infinity.
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I acknowledge that my documentary, Rock’n’Roll Outlaw may be read and interpreted 

as the mundane construction of yet another legitimating tool for entrenched commercial 

ideologies and prejudices, including idealistic claims for rock’n’roll. Eventually, however, it 

may become a curiosity, a peculiar record of a remnant of unofficial 20th century Australian 

cultural practice via the music of Rose Tattoo. That is the objective of the narrative production 

of this exegesis and the documentary Rock’n’Roll Outlaw.

Rabelais’ literary record describes a culture that did not separate life and death, but 

integrated them in a collective imaginary with ‘apocalyptic laughter’ - a symbolic order of re

birth and regeneration, horror and ecstasy. Life in 16th century France proceeded with the 

understanding that Death was nothing personal. Rabelais and his contemporaries were survivors 

- the direct descendants of the Black Plague - the vast, utterly equalizing work of God.'23 Not 

even the popes or crowned heads could argue authority over this universal truth, and to claim 

otherwise was to commit the infernal sin of blasphemy. The regular celebration of this truth was 

the source of the carnivalesque merriment and chaos of unofficial practices.

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw revisits this carnivalesque idea - the pleasure of unsupervised social 

contact mediated by music, to imbibe with blithe spirit the humour of a mature people refreshed 

by acknowledgement of the deepest, unchanging truth of life: death. Thus, to reinvigorate the art 

of freedom: culture. Power in anticipation of change may look for it at the source, amidst the 

anonymity of carnivalesque laughter and the colloquialisms of the people. A culture where 

power is identified with and responsible for and not watching, but openly listening to the 

unofficial world of the people may sustain this historical paradigm.124 In the absence of this 

paradigm, is public silence the confounding triumph of power over truth? With the tragic war on 

terror continuing, that conundrum persists as a motivation for this work.

The theoretical relationships are specifically linked between this question, the literary 

philosophy of Francois Rabelais and the “carnivalesque” of Mikhail Bakhtin throughout this 

exegesis, as cultural scaffolding for the conceptual production of the documentary, Rock’n’Roll 

Outlaw. My artistic concerns in editing together a coherent representation of these ideas and 

practices, as they manifested in Rose Tattoo's, oeuvre is the theoretical subtext of the 

documentary. The filmmaking and this exegesis, both completed under the hammer of grief, was 

a life-altering process and is now a bent offering - gesturing toward the epic field of expressive 

practices in honour of the ideals of cultural freedom.

Rabelais’ literary histories continue to send audible cracks of intelligence and good humour 

to the surface of memory for the purposes of revealing the confusion with truth and power, 

illuminating the differences, and for the benefit of the boisterous project of Western culture. 

Simultaneously, his subversive humour alludes to the sober necessity of directing careful 

attention to a perhaps more pressing material reality- all the noisy, vulgar and lowly on earth.
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At the end of the journey in his novels, Rabelais’ crew sail to a place where the Queen cures 

the sick and the insane with music.12:1 Her wisdom is universally revered. Pantagruel sets sail 

from her kingdom, on to Lantemland where the book closes with an allusion to the sacredness of 

the earth, in a long speech given by the Priestess Barbuc, which I paraphrase here:

“So much as you can see of the heavens, and which you call the Phenomena, 

so much as the earth reveals to you, so much as the sea and all the rivers 

contain, is not to be compared with what is concealed in the earth, [...] And 

this the King and Prophet testifies to you when he sings that Deep calleth 

unto Deep.” 126

The Princess’ insight into the arcane powers of the subterranean regions, the richness and 

mysteries of the underground, is not only an archetypal allusion to the feminine, the physical 

roots of culture and to wisdom, but an acknowledgement of the un-exalted, the grotesque, the 

deepest entelechy'of the people. The significance of these - the grotesque body, its feasting and 

laughter, the most basic pleasures common to the world - inspired Mikhail Bakhtin’s 

enthusiasm for Rabelais’ work.

In closing Rabelais and His World, Bakhtin wrote,

“We cannot understand cultural and literary life and the struggle of 

mankind’s historic past if we ignore that particular folk humour that always 

existed and was never merged with the official culture of the ruling

classes.”127

Rock’n’Roll Outlaw is a record of Rose Tattoo's particular mode of cultural expression, a 

hopeful reminder of a people’s right to the public domain and unofficial time for music, 

freedom of speech, and carnivalesque laughter.

The life giving force responsible for the real existence of a thing, not merely its theoretical existence. 
See the Oxford English Dictionary for further definition.
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